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1.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Perfect Power XMS help guide. This help file is to assist you in the operation of
the XMS as well as the tuning software. Perfect Power is continuously improving its products, so
please visit www.perfectpower.com to make sure that you have the latest firmware version and
the latest tuning software version.
The XMS is the result of many years of development. What started in 1986 as a hobby has
turned into a company that thrives on new ideas and performance. With continuous development
we can be listed as one of the leaders in our field of engine management. With the latest
technology backing our products and new features being added continuously, the XMS surpasses
any competition.
The latest development is the XMS-L, which is covered by this manual as well. It is the “LIGHT”
version of the XMS, and it is primarily intended as a cost effective alternative for 4 cylinder
engines. It is “down sized”, but retains most of the features.
The help text is organized around the new “WINDOWS” software. This package will undergo (as
usual) extensive modification and upgrading over the next few years. Please make sure you have
the latest version by always visiting www.perfectpower.com.
The manual applies to the XMSV3 and the XMS-L. If the generic term XMS is used, then the
contents apply to both units. Otherwise, the application to a specific unit is indicated. Please
remember that the XMS-L is the LIGHTER version of the XMSV3.
Wiring Of the XMS and XMS-L
2.

XMSV3 CONNECTIONS
The XMS has 6 connectors. Five are for connection to the Engine, and the D9 one is
for connection to the PC.

Injection
Wideband
LSU4
Main Connector

PC

Ignition
Auxiliary

10 9 8 7 6

24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

12 11 10

FIGURE 1. XMS V3 CONNECTIONS
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FIGURE 2. XMS WIRING DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 3. BLUE-FIRE IGNITION AMPLIFIER DETAILS

FIGURE 4. XMS & BLUE-FIRE IGNITION AMPLIFIER WIRING SETUP
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2.1

PIN-OUT TABLE XMSV3

2.1.1

AUXILIARY CONNECTOR (8 PIN)

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6

Signal
Aux5
Aux7
Aux3
Aux2
Aux6
Aux8

Current
<1A
<1A
<1A
<1A
<1A
<1A

7
8

Aux4
Aux1

<1A
<1A

2.1.2

One ground of each connector must
be connected to chassis the remaining
ground wires can be used for signal
ground purposes.

IGNITION OUTPUT SIGNAL (10 PIN)

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Signal
Ground
Ground
IGN#2
IGN#4
IGNFAULT
Ground
Ground
IGN#1
IGN#3
IGNFAULT

Current
<6A
<6A
<10mA
<10mA
<1mA, Input
<6A
<6A
<10mA
<10mA
<1mA, Input

2.1.3

MAIN CONNECTOR (24PIN)

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Signal
Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
MAPIN
THRIN
SP1
N/B lambda
SW3

Input/Output
IO
IO
IO
IO
I
I
I
I
I

Current
<6A
<6A
<6A
<6A
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA

Launch sw
+BATT
+CB1
-CB1
+CB2
-CB2
ENGTIN
AIRTIN
IGN#5
UPGRADE
NC
ISO
Map A/B sw
+5EXT

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
O
I
O

<1mA
<100mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<1mA
<5mA
<5ma
<5mA

XMS Help Guide V1.2
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2.1.4
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
NOTE:

WIDE BAND LSU4 CONNECTOR (6PIN)
SIGNAL
Ground
IPR
IP
VS
HVSIP
+BATT

LSU4 pin
2
6
1
4
5
3

LSU4 color
GREEN
RED
BLACK
WHITE
YELLOW
GREY

Current
<6A
<10mA
<10mA
<10mA
<1.5A
<10mA
<1.5A

(Heater
return)

The LSU4 heater (GREY) should not be operated unless the engine is
running! Connect this wire to a +12 terminal, which gets live after
starting, or through a relay, which gets activated from the alternator. This
is a requirement to prevent cracking of the hot ceramic heater element
with moisture droplets from the cold engine.

For further details on the BOSCH LSU4 Wide Band LAMBDA probe check the BOSCH website:
WWW.BOSCH.COM
2.1.5

INJECTION CONNECTOR (12PIN)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
2.2

Ground
IJ#8
IJ#6
IJ#4
IJ#1
RP
Ground
IJ#7
IJ#5
IJ#3
IJ#2
RETURN

<6A
<5A
<5A
<5A
<5A
<5A
<6A
<5A
<5A
<5A
<5A
<6A

Special return resistor: OPEN

Special: OPEN for NON-STEPPED
current

SPECIFICATIONS

Power consumption:
Power voltage:
Momentary power supply:
Signal inputs:
Ambient temperature:
Auxiliary Relay drives:
Ignition output:
Injector drive:
Analog output drive:
Analog input range:

XMS Help Guide V1.2

~ 90mA
8 -16V
Up to 36V, 5ms
~10Kohm
Up to 60 C (Designed for Passenger
compartment)
<1A
Positive signal, pull-up 2k2 to +12
36A,
0.005 Amp (5mA), 0-5volts
0-5 Volts
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2.3

COMPUTER

The XMS has a 19.2Kb RS232 connection with the following pin out:
Pin
3
4
1/6
2.4

Signal
RX, input
TX, output
GROUND

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS

Intel 486 or higher, WINDOWS XP, RS232 Connection.
NOTE:

A PC (LAPTOP) with a RS232 port is required.

NOTE:

Only use the supplied XMS communication cable. Any other cable will not
work and will damage the unit!

NOTE:

Do not use a USB to RS232 converter on a USB port of a LAPTOP. It will
corrupt the data communication with the unit!
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3.

XMS-L CONNECTIONS

FIGURE 5. XMS-L CONNECTIONS

FIGURE 6. XMS-L WIRING DIAGRAM
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+12V

To relay via
ignition switch
8

+12 Switch power

1/4

Ground

16

+5 Ext

9

Signal ground

5A
Fuse

13

TPS signal

5

Air temp signal

9

Signal ground

14

Engine temp signal

9

Signal ground

3

Cb1 +

2

Cb1 -

7

Aux # 3 out

Throttle
possition
sensor

Air
temp
sensor
Engine
temp
sensor

XMS-L
Balanced
magnetic
pickup

To relay via
ignition switch
4

Auxillary 1

Device

8

Auxillary 2

Fuel pump

To relay via
ignition switch

relay

2,3

Injectors 1 & 2

1,5

Ground

6,7

Ignition Outputs 1 & 2

1,5

Ground

Power amplifier

Injector/s

5A
Fuse
15 A
Fuse

Coil
neg

15 A
To relay via
ignition switch

Fuse

Please refer to pinout diagrams for current ratings of specific outputs!
See drawing of Power amplifier for details on wiring!
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FIGURE 7. XMS-L POWER AMPLIFIER WIRING DIAGRAM
3.1

PINOUT TABLE XMS-L

Main connector (16 pin)
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Function
Ground
-CB1, CRANK INPUT
+CB1, CRANK INPUT
GROUND, CHASSIS
AIR TEMPERATURE INPUT
MAP SWITCHIN INPUT
AUX#3 OUTPUT
+BATTERY SUPPLY
GROUND
-CB2, CAM INPUT
+CB2, CAM INPUT
DO NOT USE
THROTTLE INPUT
ENGINE TEMPERATURE INPUT
LAMBDA PROBE INPUT
+5V OUTPUT

XMS Help Guide V1.2
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Current
5A
0.02A
0.02A
5A
0.02A
0.02A
0.2A
(Fuel pump relay!)
0.2A
5A
0.02A
0.02A
For later use!
0.02A
0.02A
0.02A
0.2A
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Output connector (8 pin)
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
3.2

Function
GROUND
INJETOR #2 OUTPUT
INJECTOR #1 OUTPUT
AUX#1 OUTPUT
GROUND
IGNITION #2 OUTPUT
IGNITION #1 OUTPUT
AUX#2 OUTPUT

Current
5A
2A
2A
1.0A
5A
15A
15A
1.0A

COMPUTER (4PIN)

The XMS-L has a 19.2Kb RS232 connection with the following pin out:
Pin
4
3
1
2
3.3

Signal
RX, input
TX, output
GROUND
(+12 SUPPLY)

SPECIFICATIONS

Power consumption:
Power voltage:
Momentary power supply:
Signal inputs:
Ambient temperature:
Auxiliary Relay drives:
Ignition output:
Injector drive:

~ 90mA
8 -16V
Up to 36V, 5ms
~10Kohm
Up to 60 C (Designed for Passenger
compartment)
0.5A
15A, switched to ground
3A, switched to ground

Analog input range:

0-5 Volts
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4.

MAIN MENU

This is the opening screen. It shows at a glance what the XMS can do for you. Most of the
terminology is “strange” to say the least. But, it describes the action and performance and one
does eventually get used to the terminology. So – please, stay with us and explore all the
OUTSTANDING features the XMS has to offer.
4.1
4.1.1

FEATURES
FUEL INJECTION

3 Amp injector drives
Injection
Injector trimming
Main map sites
Manifold pressure sites
Engine temperature sites
Max duty cycle
Total injection length

Other fuel components:

XMS Help Guide V1.2

XMSV3
8
Sequential
Yes
128
16
16
100%

XMS-L
2
Batch
no
128
16
16
100%

Main map entry
X
Manifold pressure entry
X
Air temperature entry
X
Injector Range
Acceleration
Priming
Idle control
Lambda loop control
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4.1.2

IGNITION
XMSV3
4,5,6,8
Sequential
8
NO
Positive
128
16
16
16
yes

Cylinders
Ignition
Ignition outputs
Direct drive
Output polarity
Main map sites
Manifold pressure sites
Air temperature sites
Dwell length sites
External ignition fault input
Total ignition angle:

4.1.3

Main map entry
+- Manifold pressure entry
+- Engine temperature entry

COMPENSATION

Acceleration enrichment sites
Dwell length sites
Prime enrichment sites
Idle motor target sites
4.1.4

TRIGGER INPUTS

Balanced CRANK input
Balanced CAM input
Triggers on logic signal
Input trigger modes
User selectable
CAM on/off option
4.1.5

WIDE BAND LAMBDA

Built-in wide band controller
Sensor fault reporting
Display in AFR
AFR target sites
Limit map sites
Long-term strategies
Auto-tune capabilities
4.1.6

XMS-L
4
Wasted Spark
2
YES
Negative
128
16
16
16
no

NARROW BAND LAMBDA

Built-in narrow sensor circuit
Partial or complete loop operation
Display in AFR
Sensor fault indication
AFR target sites
Limit map sites

XMS Help Guide V1.2

XMSV3
16
16
16
16

XMS-L
16
16
16
16

XMSV3
YES
YES
YES
32
YES
YES

XMS-L
YES
YES
YES
32
YES
YES

XMSV3
YES
YES
YES
16
128
YES
YES

XMS-L
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

XMSV3
YES
YES
YES
YES
16
128

XMS-L
YES
YES
YES
YES
16
128
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4.1.7

BOOST CONTROL

For Turbo waste gate control
Manifold pressure target sites
PWM bleed valve activation sites
PWM sites for cruising
PWM sites for full power
Loop response time
4.1.8

XMSV3
YES
16
16
16
16
YES

XMS-L
YES
16
16
16
16
YES

PRIME (FUEL)

16 sites accessed by Engine temperature allow extra fuel during starting.
4.1.9

IDLE CONTROL

Target RPM sites via temperature
For 2 wire idle motors
Optional 3 wire idle motors
Min and max PWM endpoints
Loop response time setting
4.1.10

SETPOINT CONTROL

Number of set-point functions
Number of assigned relay outputs
Output drives
High/Low limit setting
Soft fuel limit
Hard fuel cut
“OR” function
“AND” function
“Engine light” function
Output short circuit protection
Over-temperature protection
Individual output fault indications
4.1.11

XMSV3
16
YES
YES
YES
YES

XMS-L
16
YES
YES
YES
YES

XMSV3
16
8
0.5A
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
8
8
YES

XMS-L
16
3
0.5A
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
2
2
NO

FAULT INDICATION AND CONTROL (HARDWARE ENABLED)

Two-layer fault and condition indication: GROUPS and ITEMS
Max 24 group faults, 128 item faults
Each item fault can be enabled/disabled
Faulty engine measurements are shown in red
4.1.12

HISTORY RECORDING
Driving history is recorded in minutes per main map site. Graphical display of history

4.1.13

ON BOARD INDICATIONS

Number of on-board indications
Unit power indication
CRANK signal present indication
CAM signal present indications
Assigned fault indication
Cylinder firing indication
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4.1.14

LAUNCH CONTROL
Extra switch input. Proportional retard above a preset launch RPM limit.

4.1.15

IDLE UP FUEL
The fuel can be increased when the Air Conditioner switches ON. This is achieved via
the extra input S3.

4.1.16

FUEL CUT DURING GEAR CHANGE
The fuel can be cut while the clutch is pressed.

4.1.17

EXTERNAL SUPPLY TO SENSORS

+5 Volt output to power manifold pressure and temperature sensors
4.1.18

UPGRADING

The XMS can be upgraded in the field. The latest firmware version can be downloaded from the
website to “re-flash” the unit. This feature is only available in the latest version. Check with the
factory if your unit can be upgraded!
4.1.19

DISPLAY OF ENGINE DATA

GRAPH display of selected and scaled variables. Dial type display of scaled and selected data
Graphical logging type display of up to 8 variables.
4.1.20

MAP’S A / B

The XMS has two complete maps of all programmable parameters. Maps can be switched while
driving. The two maps can hold different tuning for weather, fuel grade, or performance
requirements.
4.1.21

CALIBRATION

All inputs can be calibrated to suit your existing sensors of your engine. Calibration is performed
for two reasons:
a) So that the XMS interprets the sensor readings correctly
b) So that the Tuner (you) can read the data in engineering units (Bar/PSI, Fahrenheit/Degree
C, other)
4.1.22

LOGGING

All inputs and readings from the unit are recorded to a file on the HD of the computer. The one
format is recorded in a CSV (Spread Sheet Format) with calibrated values. The other format is in
a raw non-calibrated format, which can only be used for playing back. The amount of recording
time is relative to your hard disk space on your laptop, 216kb per minute or 1.4Mb for 6
minutes.
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4.1.23

PLAY BACK

A useful feature used to PLAY BACK a recorded run of a vehicle. This allows you to see the entire
software package react as if it were running live on a vehicle. The recorded data can be paused,
stopped and different screens can be chosen to optimize the information displayed to you. This is
a useful tool to do fault finding in the comfort of your office.
4.1.24

FUEL INJECTION MAP

This map controls the fuel injection. The amount of fuel injected can be mapped on 128 sites
(main map) and multiplied by two 16 sites side maps.
4.1.25

IGN MAP

This map controls the ignition. All relevant ignition information is contained on this map.
It has 128 main sites and two 16 sites side maps.
4.1.26

LAMBDA LIMIT MAP

A wide band lambda controller is incorporated in the XMS. For convenience a narrow band input
is provided as well. The fuel can be closed loop controlled in a partial or complete mode.
4.1.27

COMPENSATION MAP

This map contains various items:
Acceleration enrichment
Dwell time specification
Priming
Idle target control
4.1.28

BOOST

It is for turbo installations where the boost must be controlled to avoid knocking on nondecompressed engines, or when the boost is increased at high RPM. The boost level can be
specified for each RPM. The XMS will operate a “bleed” valve with the specified PWM values. Take
note not to use a solenoid that measures less than 13 ohm.
4.1.29

SETPOINT

The XMS has 8 set point outputs, which can be activated from 16 different signal sources. This is
for the implementation of fan control, gearshift lights, idle assistance and all other small jobs
around the engine and cockpit. Two functions can be combined in a logical AND/OR fashion, and
full polarity selection is possible. If you like to switch on a relay when the RPM is high AND the
throttle is fully open, then this is what you need. Or you may want to cut (hard cut or soft cut)
the fuel at 50% throttle in case of a fault.
4.1.30

GO OFFLINE / ONLINE

The online functions means that the software “talks” to the XMS, and any map entry or change
takes effect immediately.
4.1.31

UPGRADE

The XMS firmware can be upgraded in the field, it can be “re-flashed”. This allows you to receive
new firmware via the Internet and download it to the XMS. It is also possible to have different
firmware for different applications. Upgrades can’t be performed to later hardware editions.
Please check with the factory to which version your unit is “upgradeable”.
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4.1.32

MAP’S A / B

The unit has two complete maps of everything. That is to say that you can switch between two
different tuned maps while driving. It is possible to have one map for economy, the other for
performance. Or use the maps for different weather conditions.
4.1.33

DISPLAY INFO

This screen allows you to see all inputs and outputs of the XMS at a glance. The display is in
engineering units or Volts. Displays can be configured for:
a) Bar-graph display of selected and scaled engine measurements
b) Graphical recordings of selected and scaled items
c) “DIAL,” type display of selected items, large and small.
4.1.34

LAUNCH CONTROL
This is for turbo cars where “spooling up” of the turbo is required on the start line. The
ignition is retarded when a specified RPM is exceeded and advanced when the clutch is
released.

4.1.35

HISTORY
This screen displays the recorded driving history and all maximum recordings.
Provision is made to clear or reset all recordings. The driving history is displayed in
minutes and can be shown in 2D and 3D.

4.1.36

MAXIMUM RECORDINGS

The units record:
Max RPM

Max Engine temperature
Max Air temperature
Max Manifold pressure (AMP)
The maximum recordings can be retrieved and cleared by a PC only!
4.1.37

CALIBRATION

The throttle, RPM range, AMP sensor, air temperature and engine temperature sensor and scales
can be calibrated and specified. A sensor, which is not used, can be left out or switched off. The
RPM and Throttle can be calibrated NON-LINEAR to aid in the tuning.
4.1.38

FAULT SCREEN / DISPLAY

Should the XMS unit experience a problem with one of the inputs or calibrations, then the
relative field is painted RED in the “STATUS” block. This is only available when the XMS and the
tuning software are in the ONLINE state. However, in most cases, there are several possible
reasons for a field to be painted RED. The “View Faults” screen enabled you to view all the faults
for the input field and provide the facility to disable them.
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5.

GENERAL NAVIGATION AND USE
XMSV3

XMS3
Welcome
Screen
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XMS-L WELCOME SCREEN

XMS-L
Welcome
Screen

This section refers to the general use of this WINDOWS package. Once you have started the
software, the main screen (with the logo) appears. You can also return to this screen with the F9
function key. The Tuning software is designed to operate in an environment where the keyboard
is the best and sometimes the only way to change screens and input data to the unit.
5.1

STANDARD MOUSE NAVIGATION

Navigating through the tuning software with a mouse is standard. The same rules and principles
apply as in Windows.
5.2

KEY BOARD NAVIGATION

Each map on the main screen is referenced to a function key.
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
Shift F1

Fuel injection
Ignition
Closed loop lambda
Compensation
Special: Special input and Injector trimming
BOOST control
Set point
Close the current open screen
Graphical display setup screen
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Shift F2
Shift F3
Shift F4

Large graphical display
Medium graphical display
Graph display

When a new function key is pushed, the presently open screen will close and open the new
screen. For this reason, should you wish to get back to the main screen, and then push F9. F9
will close any of the open main screens.
5.3

KEYBOARD COMMANDS

On all the tuning screens you are able to type a couple of keyboard commands into the main
tuning screen field or into the side map fields. Below is a list of all the commands. Except for the
“XX” command, type in the command again to de-activate the command.
Once a command has been typed, it is possible to move the selected field, row or column by
using the arrow keys on the keyboard.

5.3.1

RESET (XX) COMMAND

This command will “Reset” the unit. The unit will react as if it has just been “Powered Up”. Please
save all tuning before this command is used. Put the cursor anywhere in the main map and type:
XX
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5.3.2

SET COLUMN (SC) COMMAND

This command will select / deselect the entire column from the presently active field. Firstly,
select a field that you wish to change on the map. Next, type “SC” and you will notice that the
entire column will highlight itself. Next type in the value you wish the column to change to and
press “ENTER” to complete the transaction.
Set Column
Feature
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5.3.3

SET BLOCK (SB) COMMAND

This command will select / deselect a block of one field around the presently active field. Firstly,
select a field that you wish to change on the map. Next, type in “SB” and you will notice that all
the fields around your selected fields are now also selected. Now type in the new value of all the
fields and press, “ENTER” to complete the transaction.

Set Block
Feature
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5.3.4

SET ROW (SR) COMMAND

SET ROW. This command will select / deselect the entire row from the presently active field.
Firstly, select a field that you wish to change on the map. Next, type “SR” and you will notice
that the entire row will highlight itself. Next, type in the value you wish the row to change to and
press “ENTER” to complete the transaction. This command will not work on any of the side
maps.
Set Row
Feature

5.3.5

AMP GRADIENT (AG) COMMAND

The purpose of the AG command is to fill the AMP tune map with increasing tune values. Of
course you can type each entry, or you can use the SET COLUMN command, but the AG
command is a convenient method of setting the AMP values. With increasing manifold pressure
the engine needs more fuel. The command uses some “fancy” calculations, which are
unimportant for this short explanation. However, the following briefly illustrates the principle:
AG 0.00
This assumes that the fuel should INCREASE LINEARLY with the previous calibrated manifold
pressure. This means a manifold pressure INCREASE of 30% results in a fuel INCREASE of 30%.
AG 0.nn
This entry assumes that the fuel should INCREASE UNLINEAR (more) than the previous
calibrated manifold pressure. In practical terms: A manifold pressure INCREASE of 30% results
in a fuel INCREASE LARGER than 30%. This is normally desirable, because the engine operates
rich at full power.
For tuning help and more on this subject: Check TUNING!
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AG Feature
value was
set to 0.5

5.3.6

COPY AND PASTE

All copy and paste selections are colored orange:
COPY COLUMN (CC) & PASTE COLUMN (PC)
Put your cursor in the column to copy, press CC, move cursor to column to paste to, press PC.
COPY ROW (CR) & PASTE ROW (PR)
Put your cursor in the row to copy, press CR, move cursor to row to paste to, press PR.
COPY BLOCK (CB) & PASTE BLOCK (PB)
Put your cursor in the block to copy, press CB, move cursor to block to paste to, press PB.
5.3.7

PERCENTAGE INCREASE / DECREASE

a) Select a Row (SR) or Select a Column (SC) or Select a Block (SB).
b) Type in the value by which to increase or decrease the selection.
c) Type QW (Increase: More) or ZX (Decrease: Less) and press the Enter key to update the
selection. (QW keys are top left and ZX keys are bottom left on the keyboard).
d) Select SR or SC or SB again to deselect the items.
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5.3.8

ADD / SUBTRACT ONE FROM XMSV3 ACCESSED SITE VALUE

The blue field (the point where the engine operates) in the MAIN maps can be incremented with
the (M)=MORE and decremented with the (L)=Less buttons while driving or tuning. This feature
allows convenient tuning without typing numbers.
5.3.9

EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTION

"Blending" of results between values. The selection of EA and EB = yellow.
Select 2 blocks EA and EB with pre-tuned values on the main maps.
Press ER to "blend" in the values in a row between the 2 selected values.
Press EC to "blend" in the values in a column between the 2 selected values.
5.4

MAIN SCREEN

The top row of buttons are links to the tuning screens. It has a column on the left, which contain
buttons for you to access as you wish.
Screen
Activate
Tick boxes

Tuning Screen
buttons

Main
Screen

On the top left of the screen are some “Screen Activate” tick boxes, which activate the screens
and navigation buttons. This allows you to “tailor” the software for your application. Tick the
unused screen off. Once the unused screens have been switched off, they can no longer influence
the operation of the XMS unit.
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The bottom of the screen has:
5.4.1

COMMUNICATION PORT SELECTION

Choose a communications port. A USB port is not supported. The communication port can only
be selected or changed in the main screen.
5.4.2

UPLOAD

This uploads the present running tune map from the XMSv3 to the screen. The map switch
setting indicates the source of the data and the screen content is overwritten by the new
information from the XMSv3. The software performs this operation automatically.
5.4.3

DOWNLOAD

This forces the data from the screen into the XMSv3. The previous XMSv3 data in the unit is
overwritten. The XMSv3 will begin to operate with the data immediately. The downloaded data is
temporarily stored in the designated map location and will be lost on a “Power Up” by the
XMSv3, if not made permanent.
5.4.4

MAKE PERMANENT

This option allows you to specify a destination map “A” or “B”. The tune map that the XMSv3 is
running on (or which was downloaded) is saved into the specified permanent memory. This
operation will stall your engine for half a second! The XMSv3 will reset after this operation
and run on the map selected by the hardware map-switch.
The unit has the following options:
a) Press MAKE PERMANENT to save the present tuned map to the ACTIVE (A or B) map.
b) Press Make permanent A to save the present tuned map to the A store.
c) Press Make permanent B to save to the B store.
The Tuning software keeps track of your tuning changes and will inform you when you will
possibly loose your tuned map.
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Download
Button

Communication
Port Selection

Upload
Button

Make Permanent
Buttons
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5.4.5

LOAD FILE

Clicking on this button leads to a file load menu. Select any of the shown tune maps and load it
from the hard disk to the screen or directly to the XMSv3. Depending on the option selected on
the top right of the screen, the old tune map contents of the screen will be lost and possibly the
old tune map contents in the XMSv3 unit. This operation could affect the operation of the XMSv3
if the incorrect file is loaded.

Only once the tune map is selected will the “Load Map” button become active. Other features
include “Edit” and “Deletion” of tuned maps.
5.4.6

SAVE

This button leads to a file access menu. If you have not saved the screen contents before, then
the “tune map content” menu is invoked where you have to answer some questions as to the
type of car, engine, and tune content before the screen content is saved. After saving the file is
available for loading. Should you save the second time around, the same “Tune Map Content”
and file name is used and saved, without any questions asked.
5.4.7

SAVE AS

This option leads to a file access menu and subsequent to the file content specification screen.
This option only becomes active when the “Save” has already been used. Should you wish to
change file name or “Tune Map Content”, then use the “Save As” button. The file is available for
loading after “Save’ or “Save As” has been performed. A SAVE to the A: DRIVE is possible by
typing A: myname in the appropriate form.
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5.5

TUNING SCREENS

The tuning screens consist of up to four sections:
5.5.1

DISPLAY / STATUS

This section, located in the upper left corner, displays the data from the XMSv3 associated with
the screen operation. A red display field indicates that a fault/condition is associated with the
engine measurement (after the fault was enabled).
5.5.2

TUNING

This section consists of the tuning main map and optional side maps. A green highlight shows
which “map site” the XMSv3 accesses. A blue highlight shows the site, which was selected (by
the user) for data entry. A value can be entered in the selected site, but not edited. Press
“ENTER” to make the number effective or move the focus to another field via the keyboard or
mouse. Side maps can be disabled when indicated by a tick box. Should a side map be disabled,
they will no longer influence the operation of the XMSv3.
5.5.3

PARAMETERS

The parameter section allows you to set items associated with this screen. You can place the
cursor on a site, and tick an item, or place a value in it. Again, if the XMSv3 is online, then the
new parameter takes effect immediately.
5.5.4

CALIBRATION (SET SCALES)

The calibration buttons are optional and relate to the (possible) calibration associated with this
screen. If pressed, it leads to the calibration screen. See: CALIBRATION. Calibration can also be
activated on any screen if the required scale is double clicked or the “Set Scales” button is
clicked from the main screen.
Tuning Maps

Display
Section

Parameters
Section

Set Scales
Button
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6.

CALIBRATION (SET SCALES)

The input calibration is accessible from the tuning screens and from the left panel. Double
clicking on the scale that you want to have calibrated can also access the calibration screen.
Calibration is needed so that an “input voltage” is expressed in temperature, pressure, or other
engineering terms instead of voltage.
All inputs can be calibrated to show the measured engine variable in engineering terms. The
calibration is fairly important, making the tuning process more meaningful. What is important is
that the FULL deflection is used on all sensors so that the tuning range is extended to the full
map. The XMS also makes use of the calibration and should there be a fault in the calibration, it
will be highlighted in RED.
6.1

RPM CALIBRATION

The “SET RPM” button from a tuning screen or the RPM accessed from the “SET SCALE” button
lead to the RPM SCALE screen. The RPM Scale screen can also be accessed by double clicking the
RPM scale on the tuning screen.

The RPM scale needs to span the RPM range you want to tune. It can go from 300 to 9999 RPM.
Should you only require tuning done between 600 and 5500 then this would be your minimum
and maximum point for your RPM range.
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Place the cursor in the bottom field to set low point or the top right field to set the top RPM. The
new set range can be APPLIED in two ways:
A)
LINEAR
Linear application is good for short ranges, e.g. 3000 to 3500 RPM. That is because the engine
characteristics change almost linear. What I mean is that the engine RPM change from 30003050 (1.6%) is nearly the same as from 3450 to 3500 (1.4%).
B)
NON – LINEAR
Non - linear application is required when the RPM range goes from 600 to 8000 RPM. This is the
correct way to tune the RPM range. Try it!
C)
MANUAL
Of course you can set each RPM point manually. Click on the bottom row (0-15) and set each
point to your liking.
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Upper RPM
Field

Apply Linear
Button

Apply NonLinear
Button

Lower RPM
Field

6.2

THROTTLE CALIBRATION

The throttle input is called DEFLECTION because sometimes the manifold pressure is used as a
tuning map deflection. Whatever the input signal is (Throttle, AMP, MAF) the signal should be
calibrated so that it spans the LOAD range. The DEFLECTION CALIBRATION screen assigns an
input voltage to a percentage (of 5 volts) scale. You can enter the end points in the top and
bottom fields and apply them LINEAR to produce equal steps. Manual entry is possible by clicking
on the individual fields and entering the required voltage. (To protect your engine in case of a
shorted wire, any deflection above 98% will result in a return to low deflection!)
Later software versions do allow you to specify a “REVERSED THROTTLE” input.
6.3

AMP (MAP) SENSOR

The MAP input needs calibration in order to assign a voltage reading to engineering scale. A
linear extrapolation is performed between the top and bottom points. Each end point has three
entries:
Volts: This is the input voltage at which you know the engineering (scale) value.
Scale: This is the engineering reading in KPA, LB, or any other scale you need.
Pos:

This is the position at which you like to see the calibration.

The position and the Volts are entered in the XMS so that it can “pick” a value from the tuning
map.
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Upper AMP
Scale

Low AMP
Scale

6.4

ENGINE TEMPERATURE

The calibration is needed if you want to see the temperature or link functions to it. An
engineering value (degree C, Fahrenheit) is assigned to a voltage at a particular position of the
scale.
NOTE:

The sensor must be of the NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) type.

Most sensors are of the NTC type! As you can see the highest voltage is associated with the
lowest temperature. A linear extrapolation is performed between the two end points. Each end
point has three entries:
Volts: This is the input voltage at which you know the temperature.
Scale: This is the temperature at which you know the voltage.
Pos:

This is the position at which you like the above values displayed.
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Once set, then the values can be applied linear. This is not quite correct, because the NTC
sensors are un-linear. It is therefore suggested that the WARM calibration is performed at the
engine operating point, in position 12. This makes the reading accurate at this point, and allows
for overheating up to position 15, and tuning for the overheating effect. If the SETPOINT feature
is used to monitor temperatures, then it is recommended to use position 12 for normal
operation.
6.5

AIR TEMPERATURE

The calibration is needed if you like to see the manifold air temperature. It assigns an
engineering value (degree C, Fahrenheit) to a voltage at a particular position of the scale.
NOTE:

The sensor must be of the NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) type.

Most sensors are of the NTC type! As you can see the highest voltage is associated with the
lowest temperature. A linear extrapolation is performed between the two end points. Each end
point has three entries:
Volts: This is the input voltage at which you know the temperature.
Scale: This is the temperature at which you know the voltage.
Pos:

This is the position at which you like the above values displayed.

Once set, then the values can only be applied linear. This is not quite correct, because the NTC
sensors are un-linear. The air temperature can vary over a great range. It is suggested to use
position 10 for the normal warm position. This is particularly true for turbo installations with
intercooler operating in a warm climate.
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6.6

SPECIAL INPUT (SP1)
This is an “un-assigned” analog input with an input range of 0-5Volts. Calibration is in
volts. The map value is not used, but the SP1 analog input can be used in the SETPOINT procedure to switch something on/off at preset limits.

7.

RPM TRIGGER

In order to show the RPM on the XMS and pick different values from the maps the unit needs to
know the actual RPM. The following is required:
A) A suitable pick-up sensor to be connected
B) Pick-up sensor output voltage to have sufficient magnitude (0.5 V or more)
C) Incoming signal must be compatible with the TRIGGER TYPE and free of interference
Common trigger signals are:
7.1

BALANCED TRIGGER SIGNAL (SUPPORTED)

This signal comes from a magnetic pickup, and has a signal (opposed) on both wires. This is the
most common trigger signal! The sensor connection consists of 3 wires (2 signal, 1 screen). The
XMS is optimized for this trigger signal, because it suppresses interference.
7.2

MAGNETIC UNBALANCED SIGNAL (SUPPORTED)

This signal comes from a magnetic pickup and has one side of the sensor grounded. The signal
centers at ground. The sensor may have 3 or two wires, but only one wire has a signal. This type
of signal is OK, but vulnerable to interference from the ignition.
7.3

LOGIC PICKUP (NOT SUPPORTED, ENGINEERING REQUIRED)

The pickup is an ACTIVE device, such as a hall or optical sensor. The connector has three wires
(Ground, +5 or +12Volts and a signal). The signal goes from ground to the supply (5 or 12 volt).
The signal wire may be an “open collector” device.
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7.4

OPEN COLLECTOR PICKUP (NOT SUPPORTED, ENGINEERING REQUIRED)

This is a device, which has no visible output unless a “pull up” resistor to +5 or +12Volt is
connected to it.
7.5

XMSV3 TRIGGER LEVEL
The trigger level is set automatically. For the technical minded:

Balanced input:
+CB1 grounded:
-CB1 grounded:
8.

0.48V
-0.22V
+0.22V

FUEL SCREEN

The XMSV3 has 8 injection outputs, each capable of driving ONE 6-ohm injector. If more than
one injector is to be activated per output, or if injectors with lower impedance are used, then an
external injector boost circuit must be used.
Injector activation is SEQUENTIAL. 4 injectors are activated for 4 cylinders, 6 for 6 cylinders, and
8 for 8 cylinders. If CB2 is used as ”cylinder identification” then the sequence is truly sequential.
If however a gap is used on the missing tooth wheel then the output is sequential, but could be
out-of-phase.

Conventional “NON - STEPPED”
+12 Bat
Key Switch
Injectors
Max 5 A
5
#1

2
#8

XMS
12 Pin Injector Connector
1

7

FIGURE 8. INJECTOR WIRING XMSV3
8.1

FUEL MAP

Throttle / RPM map:

Entries are from 0 to 999.

Fuel AMP map (opt):

Entries are from 0.01 to 1.99. The output of the main map is
multiplied by this value.

Eng. Temperature map (opt):

Entries are from 0.01 to 1.99. The output of the main map is
multiplied by this value.
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8.2

COMPLETE CALCULATION NOMINAL

Injection output (ms)
x
x
x
x

=
main map
AMP map entry
ENG Temp entry
Injector range
0.0002 ms

0-999
0.1-1.99
0.1-1.99
10-255
-

300
1.0
1.0
128
-

Thus the maximum injector open time is approx. 50 ms!
The injector output length is influenced by transitional (momentary) values:
Acceleration enrichment
Priming
Battery compensation
These values are ADDED to the main table output to compensate for the condition. In addition,
the fuel is influenced by:
a) Closed loop lambda
b) Fuel limit condition, see: FAULTS/CONDITIONS
8.3

ACCELERATION

The purpose of the acceleration enrichment is to add fuel during the transitional phase of the
acceleration. The acceleration is monitored as a CHANGE in the THROTTLE (DEFLECTION) and
once detected, the value pointed at by the RPM is added to the fuel from the main map. The
value is reduced to zero if:
a) A de-acceleration is detected
b) If the timing circuit demands it.
c) The main map entry is zero.
In addition an ACC INITIAL INJECTION is provided which injects fuel in ALL injectors
simultaneously.
8.4

PRIMING

The purpose of the priming is to enrich the fuel during cranking. Any RPM below 400 RPM is
considered cranking.
BELOW 400 RPM:

The value pointed at by the Engine temperature is added to the fuel.

ABOVE 400 RPM:

The prime value is slowly decreased to zero.

8.5

BATTERY COMPENSATION

The specified value in the battery compensation parameter is added for every volt below
13.0. This compensation is for starting the engine and a LOW BATTERY (overloaded?)
voltage. This circuit does not compensate for transitional loads such as air conditioner switching.
The best way to test this circuit is experimentally:
1) Disconnect the injector and XMS power from the battery circuit and feed it to a
variable power source capable of driving 10 Amps.
2) Set the variable power source to 13.6 volts, and start the engine. Allow the motor to
warm up and settle down.
3) Monitor the AFR or CO
4) Decrease the variable power source voltage to 10-11 volts and monitor the AFR. It
should become LEAN.
5) Increase the battery compensation value until the original AFR is restored.
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6) Decrease the voltage further to 8 volts (Cold engine!) and adjust the battery
compensation so that it maintains the AFR.
7) Increase the voltage to 13.6 and observe that the AFR is good.
8) You may find that the engine goes RICH at 11 volts. This is due to the non-linear
injector behavior. You have to live with it! It is better to be rich at 11 volts than lean
at 8 volts.
The battery compensation during cranking is added to the prime circuit. You can use either or
both together.
8.6

CLOSED LOOP LAMBDA

The closed loop lambda operation is controlled by another screen. This screen can adjust the fuel
up or down to achieve the requested AFR target. The maximum adjustment is limited to the map
entry.
8.7

FUEL LIMIT CONDITION

XMSV3: A fuel “S=SOFT or H=HARD” limit can be enabled from:
XMS-L: Only a “HARD” fuel cut can be enabled from:
Engine temperature set point
Air temperature set point
AMP (MAP) set point
RPM #1 set point
RPM #2 set point
RPM #3 set point
SP1 set point
Throttle set point
SOFT-CUT OPTION:
Once the soft cut is enabled, and the set limit is exceeded, then the fuel is “semi randomly”
reduced to approx. 33-40% as shown further down. The fuel reduction is done by “cutting” the
fuel to different injectors “off” in subsequent ignition cycles.
HARD-CUT OPTION:
The fuel is cut to ALL injectors!
8.8

SOFT FUEL REDUCTION
Cylinders
4
5
6
8

8.9

REQUIREMENTS

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Remaining Fuel
33%
25%
40%
40%

Main fuel map entry >0
Valid trigger, or RPM indication
FAMP map disabled, or entry >0.00
FENGT map disabled, or entry >0.00
Injector range >0
No fuel limit (fault) condition, or all faults disabled
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8.10

OPTIONAL MAP (AMP) SIGNAL TABLE

The MAP table can be ENABLED / DISABLED. If ENABLED, a multiplication factor in the range
from 0.01 to 1.99 can be used. An entry of 1.00 does not change the values in the map. If
DISABLED, all its entries will be ignored. The MAP deflection comes from the MAPIN pin 5 of the
main connector.
8.11

OPTIONAL ENGINE TEMPERATURE TABLE

The ENGINE temperature table can be ENABLED / DISABLED. If ENABLED, a multiplication factor
in the range from 0.01 to 1.99 can be used. An entry of 1.00 does not change the values in the
map. If DISABLED, all its entries will be ignored. The Engine temperature deflection comes from
the ENGT in pin 17 of the main connector.
8.12

PARAMETERS

Injector range: A number of 128 is standard. Any value from 1-255 is allowed.
Start time: This is the time in seconds the fuel pump will run without a crank signal.
Acc detection: An entry of 2 is very sensitive, 10 is in sensitive to throttle movements. An entry
of 3-4 is standard.
Acc initial injection: This number specifies the injection length for the INITIAL squirt once
acceleration is detected. An entry of 50 is standard.
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9.

IGN MAP

The XMSV3 has 5 ignition outputs with positive going signals. The outputs require an
“INVERTING IGN AMPLIFIER” to drive the coils. The “BLUE FIRE” is such an amplifier.
It can drive 2 channels. Each channel can drive up to 15 Amps. Most commercial
ignition amplifiers (trigger units) are of the “inverting” type. The XMSV3 output is a wasted spark
configuration. Two outputs are active for a 4 cylinder engine, 3 for a 6 cylinder, 4 for an 8
cylinder and 5 for a 5 cylinder engine. Of course, one MEGA SPARK output can drive 2 coils per
channel.
The XMS-L has 2 ignition outputs, which can drive a coil directly.

Ignition Wiring Wasted Spark
+ 12 Battery
Max 15 A

XMS
#1

8

3
#2
Ignition
Connector
9
#3
#4

1

6

2

4

Mega Spark
(2)
To
Negative
Of The
Coils

OR
Other
Trigger
Unit
Max
15 A

7
Dwell

Spark

FIGURE 9. IGNITION WIRING WASTED SPARK XMSV3
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9.1

SPECIFICATIONS
XMSV3
5
12V
NO
YES

Ignition outputs
Signal drive
Direct coil drive
External coil driver required
9.2

XMS-L
2
N/A
YES
NO

TRIGGER

The RPM are triggered via CB1. “Cylinder identification” is required, which can be a CB2 input, or
a gap in the missing tooth wheel. The cylinder after the identification is cylinder #1 (ign#1
output). The following items influence the ignition point:
MISSING TOOTH ENABLE:
POSITIVE EDGE:
IGNITION REFERENCE:
TEETH PER TURN:
RETARD LIMIT:
ADVANCE LIMIT:
9.3

Y=
Cylinder ID from gap
N=
Cylinder ID from CB2
Y=
Trigger on positive edge
N=
Trigger on negative edge
The position of the gap (CB2) in degrees.
The number of teeth (incl. Missing) per turn of the
engine.
The point of max retarding in degrees.
The point of max advance in degrees.

MAPPING

RPM / Throttle map:

The entry in the main map is in degree. This is the ignition point!

AMP map:

The entry is in degree and added (subtracted) from the main map.
Positive entries advance.

Engine temperature map:

The entry is in degree and added (subtracted) from the main map.
Positive entries advance.

Dwell mapping:

Located on the COMPENSATION screen
The entry is in teeth. Higher RPM requires a higher entry because
more teeth are needed for the same current (length).

9.4

IGNITION CALCULATION

IGITION OUTPUT

9.5

=
+
+

RPM / Throttle map
AMP map entry
Air temperature map entry

OPTIONAL MAP (AMP) SIGNAL TABLE

The MAP table can be ENABLED / DISABLED. If ENABLED, the active value will be added to the
value on the main map. For no modification place a zero on this map.
9.7

OPTIONAL AIR TEMPERATURE TABLE

The AIR temperature table can be ENABLED/DISABLED. If ENABLED, the active value will be
added to the value on the main map. For no modification place a zero on this map. A disabled
table has no effect! It has the same effect as entering 0 in all table positions.
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9.8

PARAMETERS

CYLINDERS
4,6,8 cylinders are normal. For special applications consult the factory.
MAX ADVANCE LIMIT
This restricts the advance to the entered value. The advance limit must be positive.
MAX RETARD LIMIT
This restricts the max retarding to the entered value. The retard limit can be positive
(before TDC) or negative (after TDC).
IGNITION REFERENCE
It describes the point of cylinder identification in degrees. Only numbers from 0 to 255
can be entered. If a higher value is required, then the ignition outputs must be “rotated”
to compensate.
LAUNCH RPM: see LAUNCH CONTROL
LAUNCH ENABLED: See LAUNCH CONTROL
PROCESS: The numeric position of the OPERATION MODE 0-31 is displayed.
OPERATION MODE:
The selected operations mode is displayed: e.g. TOYOTA 12, CAM
To change the operations mode click on the field and select from the displayed list of
installed operating modes. If your desired mode is not displayed, then contact the factory
or your dealer.
CB2 ENABLED:
Some modes allow you to OPTIONALLY disable/enable the CB2 input (cylinder
identification).
INVERSE THROTTLE
Normal throttle signals have a low reading at idle. Inverse throttle allows a HIGH reading
at idle, decreasing to a low reading at WOT.
START TIME
The time in seconds the pump (set point output) is switched on without a crank signal.
9.9

CALIBRATION

For the actual functionality of the set-scale menus please refer to the calibration section.
10. 5 CYLINDER OPERATION XMSV3 ONLY
The XMS after firmware version 42 and greater has the ability to operate on 5 cylinder
engines. All other cylinder modes (4,6,8) are WASTED SPARK outputs. The 5-cylinder
mode is:
10.1

XMSV3 SEQUENTIAL IGNITION
The XMSv3 has 5 ignition outputs, which can perform:

Cylinder
4
5
6
8

Ignition output
Sequential
Sequential
WASTED SPARK, BATCH SEQUENTIAL
WASTED SPARK, BATCH SEQUENTIAL
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10.2

OPERATING MODE

Select the 5cylinder VOLVO or AUDI operating mode. The cylinders are forced, CB2_EN is
settable. Both operating modes use a 60-2 wheel on the CRANK!
10.3

REQUIREMENTS

Firmware version:
Active injection outputs:
Active ignition outputs:

Greater 43
Crank sensor:
degrees of gap before TDC
1-5
1-4, PWMOUT=5th cylinder

60-2Ignition

Reference:

NOTE:

The CAM input CB2 is required for TRUE sequential ignition and injection.

NOTE:

On later hardware versions the 5th ignition output will be located on the
10-pin ignition connector (instead of located on pin 19 of the 24 pin main
connector).

NOTE:

The fifth ignition output must have a pull-up to +12 volts through a 1k
resistor.
AUDI 500T: Place a 60-2 trigger wheel on the crank with a suitable magnetic pickup. Replace
the standard 5-slot trigger wheel in the distributor with a ONE-slot trigger wheel from the latest
Audi’s. Cylinder #1 (XMS output) will be the output following the CB2 input and the gap in the
CB1 crank pickup. The gap after the CAM trigger is cylinder #1!
10.4

IGNITION VIA DISTRIBUTOR

Once the “CB2_enable” is ticked, the unit performs a SEQUENTIAL ignition. A disabled CB2
results in an ignition output on #1 only (pin8 of 10). During this “#1 output only” mode, the
DWELL is restricted to a max of 14 teeth.
10.5

WHEEL PLACEMENT

The VOLVO requires no extra pickup. However, the AUDI requires a 60-2 pickup wheel on the
crank, and a single pulse pickup per CAM revolution. Place the 60-2 gap 40 degrees before TDC.
Then place the single CAM pulse 60-90 crank degrees BEFORE Cylinder #1 TDC.
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Ignition Wiring 5 Cylinder Sequential

XMS

+ 12 Battery

#1
#2

8
3

Mega Spark
(3)

9

OR

10

Other
Trigger
Unit (3)

#3
Ignition
4
Connector
#4
#5
1

6

2

Max 15 A

7

To
Negative
Of The
Coils

Max
15 A
Spark

Dwell

FIGURE 10. IGNITION WIRING 5-CYLINDER SEQUENTIAL
Dwell

8
3
IGN
Connection

To Distributor

9
Trigger
Unit

4

10

1 6

2

-

+
Coil

4

FIGURE 11. 5 CYLINDER IGNITION WIRING FOR DISTRIBUTOR (CB2 OFF)
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Dwell

8
3
IGN
Connection

To Distributor

9

Trigger
Unit

4

2

+
Coil

10
1 6

-

4

4k7 to 10k

FIGURE 12. TRUE SEQUENTIAL INJECTION WITH DISTRIBUTOR
11. LAUNCH CONTROL XMSV3 ONLY
This feature is useful with turbo installations. It allows spinning up of the turbo when
standing on the start line, and it eliminates the “turbo lag”. This is achieved by retarding the
ignition when the engine exceeds the preset launch RPM limit. The retarded ignition puts
“thermal stress” on to the turbo and the exhaust system, but it achieves the set objective: NO
TURBO LAG.
The only hardware required is a switch mounted on the clutch. The switch must be closed when
the clutch is pressed, and open when the clutch is engaged.
The following items must be set:
LAUNCH RPM: Set it to RPM you feel comfortable with when “popping” the clutch.
ENABLE LAUNCH CONTROL: Enabling it dedicates the SW2 input to the launch feature.
IGNITION RETARD LIMIT: It has to be set to a point, which prevents the engine from turning any
faster.
This is how it works: Once the SW2 input is closed, and the circuit is enabled, the XMS waits for
the RPM to exceed the preset limit. If the RPM limit is reached, the XMS will retard the ignition to
hold the RPM close to the limit. You can now open the throttle more, but the engine RPM will
increase by a small amount only. At this time “flames” will come out of the exhaust and the turbo
will “glow”. As soon as you release the clutch, the switch opens, and the ignition retard is
removed.
WIRING:
NOTE:

SW2 input

pin 11

Do not restrict the retarding process with the IGNITION RETARD LIMIT.
Rather restrict the throttle opening to lets say 40% by some mechanical
means when the clutch is pressed.
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XMS

12. OXY MAP (FUEL LOOP)

The term fuel loop is the same a “Closed loop”, or “Lambda Loop”. It implies that an oxygen
probe (Lambda, AFR) placed in the exhaust measures the remaining oxygen and outputs a
signal, which is used to control the fuel so that the engine operates at a predefined AFR point.
12.1

USAGE

It is very often desirable to operate the engine in closed loop, at least at low power levels. This is
because engine-operating parameters can change (e.g. temperature, altitude, moisture content
in air, fuel quality). The tendency of tuners is to run the engine rich at full power, and this
sometimes carries over into idle or cruising. A partial loop can be achieved with the XMS, which
closes the loop at specified points and opens the loop (no control) at other points.
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12.2

REQUIREMENTS

A Lambda (AFR, OXYGEN) probe must be placed in the exhaust close to the head where the
branches join.
NOTE: Do not place the probe in the tailpipe. It does not work. If the probe needs to be
connected to the tail pipe, then a special “adaptor” is required. Even then the
operation is not guaranteed at idle!
The XMSV3 will work with a NARROW or a WIDE BAND probe (the XMS-L works with a narrow
band probe only)
NARROW:

Connect probe to pin 8 (main connector)
WIDE :

Connect the BOSCH LSU4 probe to the LSU4 connector!

WIDE SENSOR ENABLE:
AFR Long term:

Tick for WIDE
Tick if long term AFR trimming required

Oxygen idle time:

Enter 50 for starters

Oxygen loop ops time:

Enter 30 for starters

AFR Long term time: Enter 100 for starters
NOTE: The circuit has been tested with BOSCH LSU4 probe. The LSU4 is more fragile than the
standard narrow band probe. For details visit the BOSCH website: WWW.BOSCH.COM
The following rules should be applied when using the LSU-4:
Do not subject the probe to mechanical shock
Do not drop the probe
Do not operate the engine without power to the probe
Do not use the probe with leaded fuel
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Wide Band
Sensor Enabled
The closed loop circuit will work when:
The start time=0
The fuel > 0
No RPM fault exists
The respective sensor has no enabled fault
No fuel limit is present
NOTE:
12.3
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

It takes 16 seconds for the LSU4 probe to warm up!
PRACTICAL: ENABLING THE CLOSED LOOP

Wiring the oxygen sensor to the XMS input
Enabling the OXY SCREEN loop by:
OXY MAP: tick
Entering a value in the OXYGEN LIMIT map other > 0
Entering a AFR target value
Entering a loop time (idle, ops)
XMSV3 only: tick the “Wide band” box if the LSU4 is used!
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AFR Target Values

AFR/OXYGEN
Limits

Idle Loop
Time

Normal Loop
Time

The OXYGEN LOOP LIMIT sets the up / down limit of the adjustment. This restricts the loop
adjustment. The OXYGEN LOOP ADJUSTMENT can be positive (richer) or negative (leaner)
adjustment. The limit map entry applies to positive and negative adjustments equally. An oxygen
limit map entry of zero disables the particular map point, which allows for selective (partial)
closed / open loop operation.
8 AFR target values can be entered for the throttle movement. Valid AFR targets are 10 to 20
AFR. NOTE: The narrow band sensor does NOT support the full range! Target values outside 13.5
to 15 AFR may result in un-stable readings and an erratic control loop.
The loop regulation speed is settable for two conditions:
a) For IDLE only = throttle position 0
b) For the rest of the throttle range = operation
The adjustment speed is highest with small numbers. The IDLE speed adjustment should be slow
(1-50) to prevent "RPM hunting". The operational speed adjustment should be fast (1-5) to get
the loop benefit within fast throttle movements. The real speed settings are best adjusted by
experimenting. The idle motor (if installed) plays a major part in the idle AFR loop time
adjustments (and may upset the oxygen loop at idle).
The goal is to get to the TARGET AFR as fast as possible with changing throttle conditions. Just
making the adjustment speed fast, leads to instabilities and very poor loop performance. The real
loop performance is influenced by:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The lambda sensor (type, age)
Distance of the sensor from the cylinder head
The limit to fuel map entry ratio.
Engine size, make, and transition behavior
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The best results are achieved with a perfect "FUEL BASE" map, and the loop adjusting for
temperature and other engine variations. A perfect loop is indicated when the adjustments are
small, and swing from positive to negative equally.
12.4

LONG TERM AFR STRATEGY (XMSV3 ONLY)

The AFR long-term strategy is a SECONDARY OXYGEN LOOP, which operates very
slow, and remembers the fuel adjustment at each tuning spot. To enable the SECONDARY loop:
AFR LONG TERM:
AFR LONG TERM TIME:

Tick
Enter a value of 50

As soon as the loop is enabled, the LONG TERM TRIM indicates the SECONDARY fuel adjustment.
From now on the Fuel is constituted by:
FUEL MAIN MAP ENTRY
+ OXY COMPENSATION
+ LONG TERM TRIM
The long-term trim value is limited to the same limit as the OXY COMP. This implies that the total
loop adjustment is TWICE the specified limit.
The long-term adjustment map is kept during power down.
12.5

AUTOMATIC AFR TUNING (AAT) XMSV3 ONLY

The AFR LOOP calculates the fuel adjustment required to maintain the AFR target for
every map point fresh. The SECONDARY (LONG-TERM) LOOP saves the adjustments so that they
are readily available should you use this map point again.
The PRIMARY AFR LOOP should adjust the fuel to compensate for:
TEMPERATURE CHANGES
FUEL GRADE CHANGES
HUMIDITY CHANGES
ENGINE/INJECTOR AGING
The SECONDARY (LONG-TERM) LOOP should adjust the fuel for:
YOUR DRIVING STYLE
BADLY TUNED MAIN FUEL MAP
A badly tuned engine tunes itself. All you need is to drive it for a while!
Better still, drive it on all map spots and allow the XMS to tune the engine. Once the engine is
tuned, the main fuel map can be UPDATED by pressing the F11 key.
This will:
CHANGE THE MAIN FUEL MAP NUMBERS
CLEAR THE SECONDARY LONG-TERM MAP
MAKE THE MAP PERMANENT (Engine stalls!)
SUGGESTION:
Make the AFR LONG-TERM TIME short for the first attempt and drive the car around the block.
Then update you main map with F11. Fill in the spots you did not use in the first short run. Then
make the TIME a little longer and drive the car a little longer. Then repeat the UPDATING process
again!
12.6

NOTICE (XMSV3 ONLY)

DO NOT SWITCH MAPS DURING THE AAT PROCESS! Tune one map with AAT, then the
other! There is only ONE SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT MAP, and switching the main map (A/B) will
confuse the purpose.
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12.7

PARAMETERS

OXYGEN IDLE TIME
The loop time constant in 26ms steps at idle (column 0). Normally 22
OXYGEN LOOP OPS TIME
The operational loop time in 26 ms steps. Normally 5
WIDE BAND SENSOR: Tick if required
If a narrow band sensor is used, then the target values must be in the range 1415AFR!
AFR LONG-TERM:

Tick if ATT required

AFR LONG-TERM TIME:
Enter any number between 1 and 255. An entry of 38 represents 1 second.
13. LAMBDA PROBE
13.1

THEORY OF NARROW BAND LAMBDA PROBE

It outputs a signal of 0-1 volt. At 0.45 volts it signifies 14.7AFR or lambda 1.00. An engine may
use this signal during part of its operation (closed loop) to adjust the short-term trim of the fuel.
Typically the signal swings up and down to signify very small fuel trim adjustments.
A narrow band probe is useful for 14.7 AFR +-0.3AFR.
13.2

THEORY OF WIDE BAND LAMBDA PROBE

In essence, a lambda probe is kept at 0.45 volts by pumping current through a pump-cell. If no
current is required, then the AFR=14.7. A positive current means a LEAN gas. The current into
(or out of) the pump cell is in the magnitude from 0 to 0.002 Amps (2 milliamps).
For more details and use of the BOSCH LSU-4 probe see: BOSCH TECHNICAL CUSTOMER
INFORMATION: Y258K01 005-000e
14. COMPENSATION
This screen contains additional compensation maps for refined tuning:
14.1

ACCELERATION (FARPM)

The acceleration enrichment can be specified for 16-RPM points. The value is added to the MAIN
FUEL map entry.
14.2

DWELL

The dwell duration for 16-RPM positions can be specified. Dwell duration is in “teeth” per crank
turns. Higher RPM require more teeth per dwell for the same coil charge.
14.3

PRIME

The prime injection can be specified for 16 engine temperature sites. The prime injection is
added to the MAIN FUEL entry. The prime injection is only active below 400 RPM and is
decreased slowly above 400 RPM.
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14.4

IDLE TARGET

The idle RPM is specified here for different engine temperatures. For the idle loop to work see:
IDLE CONTROL
Acceleration
Map
Dwell Map

Prime
Map

Idle Map

The Idle target RPM can be specified for 16 Engine Temperature points. A cold engine should idle
higher. The XMS will increase the PWM output (SEE: SETPOINT, IDLE…) if the RPM is below the
target (at the present engine temperature) until the “Idle high PWM” parameter is reached.
14.5

BATTERY COMPENSATION XMSV3 ONLY

This item is located on the FUEL screen. The purpose of the battery compensation is to
compensate for the “sluggish” opening of injectors under low battery voltages. This applies
particular under cranking. Of course, some injectors may not operate at all at voltages below 10
volts, and others will operate without any “sluggishness”. Therefore the following acts as a
guideline and the actual setting must be found experimentally.
The XMS battery compensation works as follows:
For every volt (or portion thereof) below 13 Volt the specified fuel is added to the fuel in the
main map.
Example:

Battery compensation: 20
Then the XMS add 50 (counts) at a battery voltage of 10.5V
Calculation: (13V-10.5V) x 20 = 50
The actual battery compensation entry depends on the size of injectors and the map settings. A
rule of thumb is: 3% of the main map setting at idle.
Example:

Idling at 280. Then set battery compensation to: 0.03 x 280 = 8
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15. SPECIAL MAP
The SPECIAL SCREEN contains:

15.1

SPECIAL INPUT

This input, and it associated mapping, is not used at present. This input can affect fuel or
ignition.
15.2

INJECTOR TRIM (XMSV3 ONLY)

The 8-injector outputs can be trimmed individually by entering a value in the range
0.500 to 2.000. A value of 1.000 does nothing.
Injector trimming is called for if the manifold airflow is different to the various cylinders. It is also
used for compensating for bad injectors, but this should not be attempted.
To find the airflow variations, or to check for the need to use the injector trim function, the EGT
is measured for each cylinder. Then the fuel is reduced for the cylinders with the lowest EGT, or
increased for the highest EGT, until all cylinders have the same EGT. This procedure is normally
done at full throttle around 3000 RPM.
15.2.1

REQUIREMENTS
SEQUENTIAL INJECTION (CAM INPUT)
A VALUE OTHER THAN 1.000 ENTERED IN THE TRIM TABLE
15.3

IDLE FUEL UP (XMSV3 ONLY)

The purpose of this feature is to MOMENTARY increase the fuel in response to an
external signal (SW#3).
The feature can be enabled, and then the switch input #3, pin 9-24 activates the feature.
At the closure of the switch (input), the IDLE UP FUEL is added to the injection, and then the
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added fuel value is depleted to zero in the next few seconds. This causes the engine to go rich
for a second or so, until the IDLE MOTOR CONTROL LOOP re-acts.
The IDLE UP feature is used for transient loads such as:
AIR CONDITIONERS
ENGAGING AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
It helps the engine to cope with the load until the idle motor control loop “catches” the RPM and
provides more air and fuel.
15.3.1

REQUIREMENTS
IDLE UP ENABLE:
Tick
IDLE UP FUEL:
>ZERO
OPEN to CLOSE INPUT CHANGE ON SW#3 INPUT
15.4

GEAR CHANGE FUEL CUT (XMSV3 ONLY)

This feature uses SWITCH #3 input, pin 9-24. As long as the switch is closed, the fuel
is cut. This allows the racing driver to change gears without taking his foot of the throttle. It also
helps a turbo engine and prevents “stalling” the turbo during throttle closure.
15.4.1

REQUIREMENTS

GEAR CHANGE FUEL CUT:
Tick
A CLOSED SWITCH (LOW INPUT) on SW#3
16. BOOST CONTROL
The feature is applicable to engines with a turbo charger. It does not apply to superchargers.
16.1

PURPOSE OF BOOST CONTROL

There are two methods to install a turbo:
A)
B)

De-compress the engine. This leads to side effects such as: Sluggish performance in low
RPM before the turbo works. Extensive mechanical work on the engine.
Control the turbo boost pressure through the RPM range. This requires that the “canister”
be exchanged for a low pressure one. The theory is that you can raise the pressure
slightly (0.2bar) at low RPM without knocking, but can raise the pressure to 0.5bar or
higher at 6000 RPM, because the air does not flow properly.

Most modern engine with a turbo uses the “high compression” method. The XMS can perform
this control function. Thus it is an ideal solution for engines with turbo conversion.
16.2

REQUIREMENTS

A)
B)

A open set-point (auxiliary wire)
A turbo “canister” with relative low pressure. The pressure must be low enough to avoid
knocking. A pressure of 0.2 bar (3lb) is normally sufficient.
A “bleed” valve. This is a little solenoid with 3 air connections, which is operated from the
XMS directly. The exact placement of the pipes depends on the type of bleed valve. It is
placed in line with the pipe to the canister and the bleed is closed when the wires come
off (failsafe).
An AMP (MAP) sensor, which covers the range.

C)

D)
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16.3

CONTROL PRINCIPLE

Without any control (XMS not connected!) the turbo pressure is controlled by the canister
construction. The XMS can INCREASE the pressure, but cannot decrease it below the failsafe
(canister) pressure. The controlled “target” pressure is settable for each RPM point. If the target
pressure is below the AMP value, then the XMS outputs a PWM signal, which partially OPENS the
bleed valve, reduces the EFFECTIVE canister pressure, and closes the waste gate, thus
increasing the manifold pressure. Thus the XMS “bleeds” the pressure above the canister setting.
The valve controls the amount of “bleeding”.
16.4

SETTINGS

a)
b)
c)

Enter boost TARGET pressures for each RPM point
Enter ZEROS for a start in to the PWM DIVIATION column
Choose some settings in the PWM0-4 table in PERCENT. 99 mean 100% bleeding! Do the
same with the PWM>4 column.
Assign a wire in the SETPOINT screen to the BOOST CONTROL function

d)

Note: During operation the BLEEDING (PWM) is controlled by the two right columns for throttle
position 0-4 and 5-7 and is modified by the PWM DIVIATION column. With the above setting of
ZERO in the deviation column you have effectively eliminated any deviation, and any adjustment
to achieve the target. This is ok for starters!
16.5

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE ON DYNO
a) Run the engine under boost (full throttle) and adjust the PWM>4 table entry so
that is yields an acceptable boost HIGHER than your canister pressure. Change the
column with the SC command. Precise boost pressure is not required, but you
must confirm that you have control!
b) Start of with a safe pressure, LESS than the final target pressure you like to
achieve.
c) Throttle back, and repeat the setting of the PWM0-4 column. The numbers should
be a little lower, indicating LESS bleed for lower exhaust gas flow.
d) The engine should be drivable at this time.
e) Enter a POSITIVE number in the top of the PWM Deviation column, which should
decrease, to zero in the middle and increase to NEGATIVE values at the bottom.
f) At this point you will see that you have CLOSED THE CONTROL LOOP, and that the
Target pressure is indicated.
g) If the cursor is not in the middle of the Deviation column, then you should change
the PWM OUT entry until it is.
h) If the boost control is too sensitive (The boost pressure change is too large for 1%
difference) then you must place a “RESTRICTION” in to the boost pipe connected
to the manifold.
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Boost
Targets

Pin 4 of 8
assigned to the
boost control
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16.6

PRACTICAL

Follow the procedure above. Zero the DEVIATION COLUMN and align the two right hand columns
first with some acceptable values. CONFIRM THAT THE PWM PERCENT changes the boost
pressure. You are looking for a minimum of 20% change (in numbers) for MIN to MAX BOOST. If
this is not working, then you have to RESTRICT the airflow in the pipe to the manifold.
Once some control is achieved, proceed to enter some numbers (POSITIVE and NEGATIVE) in the
DEVIATION column.
This “connects” the target pressure map to the PWM OUTPUT, and you are running a CLOSED
LOOP.
In turn this may lead to INSTABILITY! The instability depends on:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Length of pipe from manifold to bleed valve.
Inside diameter of pipe.
Bleed valve construction
Canister size (volume)
Calculation speed
Waste gate friction
Size of turbo, and how fast is spins up.

Try and error will establish a reasonable fast control loop with a minimum of overshoot.
A DIFFERENT WAY TO UNDERSTAND THE CONTROL LOOP
If the valve “bleeds” pressure off, then a closed valve results in the canister pressure, and a 50%
bleed (50% PWM) results in double the canister pressure. That would be ideal!
How ever, you are doing well if a 20% PWM change covers your control range.
The XMS outputs the PWM OUT value modified by the PWM DEVIATION (adjustment). The
position in the DEVIATION column depends on the difference to the target pressure.
16.7

BOOST MAPS

TARGET
The target map allows range specification of 16 boost pressures (in the AMP calibration range)
for 16-RPM sites.
PWM DEVIATION
This map specifies the amount of adjustment you allow when the boost pressure deviates from
the selected target pressure. It also allows the change of “adjustment direction” by entering
positive or negative numbers when the boost pressure is higher than the target. An entry of
“zero” renders the BOOST MAP and the PWM DIVIATION map useless.
PWM OUTPUT
This map is divided into two columns: one for throttle positions 0-4, the other for throttle
position 5-7. The value entered is the output PWM (128 = 50/50) for 16-RPM sites.
17. IDLE CONTROL
The XMS can perform idle control with a:
2
wire idle motor: spring loaded to CLOSE
3
wire idle motor: Normally not spring loaded, but driven (PWM) to the required position.
One wire is common (+), one wire drives it open, and the other wire drives it close.
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17.1

REQUIREMENTS

Idle settings are only possible if the Deflection (Throttle position) is near zero, or in the first
column.
IDLE TARGET SELECTION:
This is located on the COMPENSATION SCREEN. Enter suitable RPM values for different engine
temperatures.
IDLE TIME:
This is the adjustment speed in engine turns. Select 10 for starting
IDLE HIGH PWM:
This is the PWM limit, which drives the motor to the OPEN position.
IDLE LOW PWM:
This is the CLOSED PWM limit.
ASSIGN A WIRE FOR THE OUTPUT:
This is done on the SET POINT screen. A two-wire motor requires one output wire. A three-wire
device requires a second output in the “Idle 3 wire” row.

Idle
Targets

Idle Time
Low Idle
PWM
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17.2

PRACTICAL

1.

Adjust the mechanical throttle stop so that the RPM are a little (50-100RPM) lower than
targeted.
Set both PWM limits (high and low) to the same value, and confirm that the idle motor is
closed
Start the engine and observe that the engine idles at the mechanical set RPM.
Slowly raise BOTH PWM limits until the engine speed increases. Note this as the IDLE
LOW PWM.
Increase BOTH PWM limits until you have achieved the maximum required RPM. Note this
as the IDLE HIGH PWM.
Set the IDLE LOW PWM to the value noted in step 4.
The idle speed should decrease to the target RPM specified on the COMPENSATION
screen.
It may hunt: then increase the IDLE SPEED. If not decrease the speed until it hunts and
then back off a little.
You want a setting as fast as possible without hunting.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
NOTE:

The adjustment procedure requires patience! Loop stability depends on:
Idle motor used
Restrictions placed in the idle air passage
Engine response

It is best to DISABLE the LAMBDA loop during idle, because it may add to the “hunting” idle loop
behavior.
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18. SETPOINT
The XMS has a very powerful set point control feature, which allows the activation of external
devices such as relays and solenoids. The relays can control more powerful devices such as
lamps, motors, pumps and fans, which exceed the 1 Amp current rating of the
auxiliary output.
XMSV3 SET POINT SCREEN
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XMS-L SET POINT SCREEN

18.1

USAGE

The XMSV3 unit has 8 (XMS-L has 3) output pins.
Please check the “CONNECTIONS” section for details on the drive capabilities.
The XMSV3 has 8 outputs, each capable of 0.5A.
The XMS-L has 3 outputs. Aux#1 and Aux#2 can drive 1 Amp. Aux#3 dives 0.2 AMP
only!
Any ONE or TWO of the indicated functions on the SETPOINT screen can control a single selected
output. TWO functions can be LINKED in an AND / OR fashion to one output. In addition the
HIGH / LOW limit of each function can be specified.
Each set point function is evaluated for it status: TRUE or FALSE. This is accomplished by
evaluating:
a) The set point limit value with the variable
b) The HIGH/LOW setting.
In other words: A set point is TRUE when the variable (input) is higher than the set point setting
with the HIGH limit set. Inversely the set point is TRUE when the variable is lower than the
setting with the LOW limit set. This is the PRIMARY condition!
A TRUE state is ACTIVE and can:
Activate an output (wire) if specified
Activate a Soft/Hard fuel cut
Or do both of the above
(Exception: Fault set point!)
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18.2

LINKING OF SET POINTS

The primary state can be LINKED to ONE SECONDARY state. This is accomplished by
specifying a link (1-16) and the way the second function should be treated. This is done by
selecting a state in the AND / OR block (other than NONE) and the FUNCTION number of the
SECONDARY function.
AND: It implies that the primary AND the secondary function must be TRUE for the primary
function to be active. An example for this operation is: Switch the FAN on when the engine
temperature is high AND the RPM is below a set limit.
OR: It implies that the primary OR the secondary function can be TRUE for the output to be
activated. An example for this operation is: Switch a warning lamp ON when the engine OR air
temperature limits are exceeded.
NOTE:

The secondary function logic state is evaluated regardless of the output
assignment or the fuel cut specification. If an output is assigned, then this
function is a PRIMARY function as far as the output is concerned.
Therefore a function can be primary function (and thus can link to one
secondary state) and be a secondary function (supplying the state) to any
other function. No SECONDARY function is linked!

OUTPUT PINS
OUTPUT
AUX#1
AUX#2
AUX#3
AUX#4
AUX#5
AUX#6
AUX#7
AUX#8

XMSV3
8 of 8
4 of 8
3 of 8
7 of 8
1 of 8
5 of 8
2 of 8
6 of 8

18.3

XMS-L
4 of 8
8 of 8
7 of 16

SOFT/HARD FUEL CUT (XMSV3 ONLY)

The first 8 functions have the ability to cut fuel. Two different limits are possible:
S
H

Soft cut. Fuel is cut off to semi-random selected injectors
For 4 cylinders:
33% injection remains
For 6/8 cylinders:
40% injection remains
Hard cut. Fuel is cut off.
18.4

HARD FUEL CUT IN XMS-L

The XMS-L has a hard fuel cut function!
SEQUENTIAL” injection.
NOTE:

A soft fuel cut is not possible due to the “BATCH

The linked AND / OR works for fuel cutting.

Example: Soft cut the fuel when the engine temperature is higher than the set point AND the
throttle is higher than 80%. If both (H, S) tick boxes are ticked, then the H (hard cut) prevails.
The secondary function is evaluated for its logic state only. If any output or fuel cut is specified
then this function becomes a primary function by itself in addition to being a secondary function
to some other.
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18.5

SET POINT DATA FLOW

To all other
secondary functions
State
Input
Limit
High
Low

True/False
STATE
EVALUATION

NONE

Output
none
1-8

AND

Hard
H fuel cut

OR

S fuel cut

Primary
Function

Wire

Soft

State

Secondary
any other
function 1-16

LINKED SETPOINT DATAFLOW
Note: See exceptions: Fault, Rev counter, Idle
FIGURE 13. SETPOINT DATAFLOW

Input
Limit
High
Low

STATE
EVALUATION

True/False

NONE

Primary
"Non Linked"
Function

Output
none
1-8

Wire

Hard
H fuel cut

Soft

S fuel cut
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18.6

FAULT SET POINT

The Fault set point becomes TRUE when: Any of the ENABLED item faults or conditions is true.
This TRUE state can be linked to any other function. It is mostly used to drive an “engine light”
to notify the driver of trouble.
The polarity of the output drive can be reversed with the HIGH/LOW limit setting:
HIGH:
Output on when TRUE
LOW:
Output on when FALSE
Although the FAULT function cannot cut the fuel it can be “linked” to by any of the first 8
functions.
Example: Soft cut the fuel when the RPM is above 3000 AND a FAULT appears. Care should be
exercised when the OR link is used.
18.7

FUEL PUMP

The fuel pump function becomes true during the “START TIME” and when crank triggers are
detected.
The fuel pump output can be specified in a “LINK”.
18.8

REV COUNTER

The REV counter function becomes TRUE when an output is specified. The rev counter output
cannot be “linked” too and cannot specify other functions for AND/OR linking.
19. FAULT / CONDITION RECOGNITION
The XMS has a very powerful fault and conditions indication and recognition capability. This
feature is very helpful during installation and troubleshooting. All faults/conditions can be
viewed.
Faults are specified in:
ITEMS:
GROUPS:

Individual conditions relating to details
Example: Air temperature sensor input high
Group conditions
Example: Engine temperature fault

Group faults are indicated (if possible) on the tuning screens by painting the indication field red.
ITEMS can be enabled / disabled to suit each installation.
Example:
Engine temperature low reading:
Engine temperature high reading:
All other engine temperature conditions:

Disabled
Enabled
Disabled

Then the engine temperature group indication is the “high reading”. Thus the fault recognition
can be optimized for a particular installation and can report the important faults or conditions
disregarding all others.
The VIEW FAULTS button shows ALL groups, and which of the groups have a fault. Clicking on
the Group button will expand the groups. Now all the items associated with the group are shown:
A faulty item is shown in red.
An ENABLED item is preceded by the text: ENABLED
Example:
Enabled : Air temperature low
Each of the GROUP fault indications can be expanded (+) to show the related ITEM faults. Item
faults are indicated regardless of the ENABLE/DISABLE.
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19.1 GROUPS AND ITEMS
It is possible that the unit you have purchased has more (or less) groups and fault items. The
XMS-L has less items, and some of the early XMSv3 versions have other missing items. This is
because the hardware is not present to detect wrong signals. The fault recognition and reporting
cannot be upgraded because it depends on the hardware!
19.1.1

ENGINE TEMPERATURE GROUP

Engine temperature low input :
Engine temperature high input:
Engine temperature calibration fault
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19.1.2

AIR TEMPERATURE GROUP

Air temperature low input :
Air temperature high input :
Air temperature calibration fault
19.1.3

AMP (MAP) GROUP

AMP reading low
AMP reading high
AMP calibration fault
19.1.4

Short circuit
Open circuit

Short circuit
Shorted to supply

THROTTLE GROUP

Throttle open
Throttle closed
Throttle fuel limit active
19.1.5

RPM GROUP

RPM low or zero
RPM high ( >9999 RPM )
19.1.6

SPECIAL INPUT (SP1) GROUP

SP1 low reading
SP1 high reading
SP1 calibration fault
19.1.7

IGNITION GROUP

Ignition advance limit reached
Ignition retard limit reached
External ignition input fault (from MEGA SPARK, disable if not used)
Ignition calculation (map) value fault
Ignition AMP value fault
Ignition Air temperature value fault
Ignition reference violated
Ignition dwell time fault
19.1.8

FUEL GROUP

Fuel calculation overflow
Fuel calculation zero
Engine temp fuel limit
Air temp fuel limit
AMP fuel limit
RPM 1 fuel limit
RPM 2-fuel limit
RPM 3-fuel limit
SP 1 fuel limit
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19.1.9

AFR SENSOR GROUP

Narrow band low reading
Narrow band high reading
Wide band VS fault:
Wide band VSIP fault:
Wide band offset fault
Wide band heater open circuit
Wide band heater short circuit
Wide band sensor too cold

External wiring!
External wiring!

19.1.10 IDLE LOOP GROUP
Idle
Idle
Idle
Idle
Idle
Idle

loop map
target fault
throttle >0
loop in limit
loop set point
loop fuel zero

The
The
The
The
The
The

idle map is faulty
idle target (via ENGT) is faulty
engine is out of idle=column 0
idle motor adjustment is in limit
idle motor has no output assigned
fuel is zero! No air adjustment!

19.1.11 AUXILARY GROUP
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

faulty
faulty
faulty
faulty
faulty
faulty
faulty
faulty

Output open, shorted, or over current!

19.1.12 AFR LOOP GROUP
Fuel zero
AFR target fault
AFR loop limit
AFR loop disabled due to fuel cut
Lambda loop map
Lambda loop sensor

No fuel, can’t adjust!
Target out of range or not allowed
Loop limit reached
Map faulty ?
The sensor is not responding

19.1.13 SP1 GROUP
Sp1 high reading
SP1 low reading
SP1 calibration
19.1.14 INJECTOR GROUP
Injector
Injector
Injector
Injector
Injector
Injector
Injector
Injector

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

output
output
output
output
output
output
output
output
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19.1.15 TESTING
These faults are only active when the XMS unit is in a testing mode. The factory only activates
these faults for testing.
NOTE:

The above list may not be complete! Check with the windows software
which items are available by clicking on the group.

19.1.16 FAULT INDICATION DETAILS
Some of the short display indications require explanations:
Ignition reference violated
The total ignition angle is too close to the reference value set in the ignition screen. The unit
corrects the fault, but indicates that it could not achieve the equivalent setting.
Ignition dwell time fault
The dwell is started “u” teeth before the ignition point. If the dwell start point is within the gap
(reference), then the dwell is lengthened to start before the gap. The effect is that this particular
ignition output has a longer dwell than specified.
20. HISTORY (XMSV3 ONLY)
The XMS records the driving history. That is to say that it counts the time spent in each map
point. The time recording can be uploaded and cleared by the PC software. The time is recorded
in MINUTES intervals.

3D Button
Clear Data
Button
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20.1

USAGE

The driving history is useful to trim fuel and performance in the map areas where the engine is
used most of the time. It also indicates the driving behavior and use. The total engine use is
indicated. The max recording (time spent at a map point) is 65535 minutes, which is approx. 45
days.
20.2

REQUIREMENTS
A) Throttle and RPM calibration has not changed after last map clear.
B) Throttle and RPM are calibrated
C) History map is cleared with this software

20.3

2D / 3D DISPLAY

The uploaded driving history can be displayed as numerical values (2D) or in graphical form
(3D).
21. UPGRADE
This feature allows the field upgrading of the XMS firmware. The more recent firmware may have
more features, less bugs or other options. This process is sometimes called “re-flashing” of the
XMS. This feature is only available to XMS 43 firmware version and greater. Before attempting
the firmware upgrade it is advisable to save the tune maps on the PC. Before attempting an
UPGRADE, check with the factory!
NOTE:

ALL TUNE MAPS (A+B) are replaced with the standard default maps.

Upgrade FW
Button

Load File
Button
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21.1

USAGE

Obtain the required firmware from our website or request it via e-mail. It is advisable to check
frequently for the latest released firmware. The file name includes the firmware version.
NOTE:

21.2

The UPGRADING of the firmware does not fix any hardware problems.
DO NOT SEND ANY UNITS TO THE FACTORY FOR UPGRADING UNLESS
PRIOR AUTHORISATION WAS OBTAINED!
DOWNLOADING

When you open the screen the computer checks for all available firmware versions on your
computer, and it displays the:
File name
Version number
Release Date
Check number
Status
Select a suitable firmware by clicking on the file. Connect the XMS to power and to the PC via the
supplied RS232 cable.
NOTE:
21.3

Do not use a PC with a USB port and USB/RS232 converter.
THE ON-LINE DOWNLOAD

This method implies that the XMS is running and has communication. Once you start the
upgrading the unit will switch all outputs on and light the:
YELLOW LED:
Ignition activity
RED LED:
Fault
The upgrading will take up to 30 seconds, and after the upgrade the software will show the new
version. A successful download is indicated by various messages and the new firmware version.
You can proceed to tune the engine and load your maps back into the upgraded XMS.
21.4

THE OFF-LINE WAY

This method assumes that the unit is not running (communicating). Then pin 20 of the 24-way
connector must be connected to ground, and the unit must be powered up while pin 20 is held
low. Select a download file and start the download. Then go ON-LINE and observe that the PC
reports the downloading progress. If the download was successful then the XMS will go
ON-LINE and you can start loading your tune maps back into the unit.
21.5

NOTICE

During the upgrade of the firmware some PC functions may need to change as well plus other
XMS items may have been added or deleted. DO NOT ASSUME THAT THE OLD TUNEMAP WORKS
WELL WITH THE NEW FIRMWARE. We will try to keep the versions upward compatible but no
guarantee is given. In other words you are well advised to keep the old version and not upgrade
at all because the new version may not be compatible.
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22. MAP SWITCHING
The XMS comes with two entirely separate tune maps in memory. We refer to them as map “A”
and map “B”. On the main screen, on the left hand side column, there is a button depicting which
Map the unit is presently operating in. By two entire Maps in the XMS unit we mean the unit has
two (Fuel, Ignition, Oxy, Boost, Set point, etc) tune maps in memory. You can switch from one
map to the other while you are driving. Two maps have many advantages and you can use them
as you wish:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Performance versus Economy
Tested versus un-tested
Normal versus high altitude
Good fuel versus bad fuel
Weather

Map
Changing
Button

NOTE:

Please make sure that you have a valid tune map in map “B” before you
flip the switch. By default, both maps are set by factory to ZERO / blank
maps and 4 cylinders. Unless the map is suitable to your vehicle, your
vehicle will stall.

The two tune maps can be invoked by:
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22.1

MECHANICAL SWITCH

There is an option to connect an external mechanical switch to the XMS to enable it to do map
switching. Without this mechanical external switch, the unit will default on power up to Map A.
Should the mechanical switch be installed, the unit will power up and run on the map selected.
The transition between maps switching is seamless and can be performed while the vehicle is in
operation.

XMS

22.2

Open = Map A
Closed = Map B

SOFTWARE SWITCH

The tuning software can also change the Selected Map, regardless of what the external
mechanical switch is presently set to. However, as soon as the unit is reset or is powered up, the
XMS will revert back to the external mechanical switch setting. By changing the software map
switch, the unit will switch maps, even while the vehicle is in use. But, you need a Laptop to do
it!
22.3

FIRST TIME OPERATION

If you are going to use the two-map facility for the first time, it is advisable to get a working
copy of tune maps in map A into map B. By doing this, you ensure that the vehicle will at least
run. From there you can make all the necessary changes.
By following the steps below you are loading both maps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
22.4
1.
2.
3.
4.
22.5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get the vehicle tuned and running on map “A” first.
Do not switch power off
Save the map to a file (as a precaution)
Make the tune map permanent in “A”
Make the tune map permanent in “B”
MECHANICAL MAP SWITCHING
Make the changes while the unit is on power
BEFORE switching power off: make the changes PERMANENT
Designate a map (A or B) to receive the changes.
At the next power up the XMS will operate from the map selected by the hardware.
SOFTWARE MAP SWITCHING
Make the changes while the unit is on power
BEFORE switching power off: make the changes PERMANENT
Designate a map (A or B) to receive the changes.
At the next power up the unit will operate from map “A”
If you have saved the tuning changes to “B” then you can only run of this map while
Power is on, and when instructed from a PC via the “CHANGE MAP” button.
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23. DISPLAY INFO
This section displays all the available data from the XMS. It is intended to display the data in
graphical form and log them.
23.1

DISPLAY SCREEN

The graphical display screens are split into 4 separate screens by the following buttons:
Display Screen
tags

Set
Display
Button

1. Set Display: Opens the screen that allows you to configure the display screens.
2. Large Display: Display screen shows data on two large dials and four large text
panels to be viewed from a distance.
3. Medium Display: Display screen with four dials, four bar graphs and eight text
displays of medium size to show a larger volume of information.
4. Graph Display: Shows up to four separate line graphs of data.
23.2

SETUP DISPLAY

The following screen configures the large, medium and graph display screens.
You can select which display screen you want to configure by clicking on the appropriate tag on
the top of the panel.
The screen itself is split up into 7 different sections.
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Option:

Option number.

Description:

Indicates the data that will be retrieved from the unit and displayed on screen. You
can change this description by moving the mouse icon over the text you want to
change and double-clicking.

Low scale:

The lowest value that you want indicated on the display (applicable to dial, bar and
graph panels only). This value cannot be greater than the high scale value.

High scale:

The highest value that you want indicated on the display (applicable to dial, bar
and graph panels only). This value cannot be less than the low scale value.

Dial:

Only available on the Large and Medium displays, select the panel position you
want by clicking on the list box in the row of data you want to display. If the
position you want to choose has already been selected the software will deselect
the previous selected position and enable the new one automatically.

Bar:

Only available on the Medium panel, similar to the Dial option used for enabling
Bar display panels.
Only available on the Large and Medium panels, similar to Dial option used for
enabling Text display panels.
Only available on the Graph screen, used for selecting graphs on the Graph
display.

Text:
Graph:
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NOTE:

23.3

Each display option has its advantage. Text displays are generally used
when an accurate reading is needed. Dials are good if you can only keep
half an eye on the screen and need to know when a change has occurred.
Bar graphs are a bit of a blend of the advantages of Dials and Text. Graphs
give a historical trend of signal readings.
LARGE DISPLAY

The large display screen was designed to be viewed from long distances, for example if you are
sitting on a dyno and the pc is on the table far away from you.
It has two types of displays on it, the first are the Dials

Text
Display

Dials

Panel 1 is on the left and panel 2 is on the right. For selection please refer to the Set display
section of this text.
The scale rotates from left to right and values are multiplied by a multiplier in the centre of the
screen, for example the rpm dial sits between 5 and 6 in the above picture, the multiplier in the
bottom centre of the dial is 1000 therefore RPM is between 5000 and 6000 rpm.
If the incoming value exceeds the maximum or minimum scale setting an exceeded scale
message will come on screen, note that the needle will not go beyond the maximum or minimum
limits.

Text displays show the numerical reading of the data being represented, the large screen has 4
panels, panel 1 is in the top left position and the panels end with panel 4 on the bottom right.
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If a panel has not been selected on the setup screen a blank space will appear in its place on the
display screen.
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23.4

MEDIUM DISPLAY

The medium screen displays 4 dial panels, 4 bar graph panels and 8 text panels and is used for
displaying bulk information.
Dials

Bar Graphs
Text
panels

Panel 1 is on the left and panel 4 is on the far right. For selection please refer to the Set display
section.
The dial rotates from left to right and values are multiplied by a multiplier in the centre of the
screen, for example the rpm dial sits between 5 and 6 in the above picture, the multiplier in the
bottom centre of the dial is 1000 therefore RPM is between 5000 and 6000 rpm.
If the incoming value exceeds the maximum or minimum scale reading an exceeded scale
message will come on screen the needle will not go beyond the maximum or minimum limits.
Bar graphs show a graphical bar that shifts between the upper and lower scales according to the
incoming signals; there is also a text display on the panel. The medium display has 4 of these
panels, panel 1 starts on the left and panel 4 is on the far right.
Text displays show the numerical reading of the data being represented, the medium screen has
8 panels, panel 1 is in the top left position and the panels end with panel 8 on the bottom right.
If a panel has not been selected on the setup screen a blank space will appear on the display
screen.
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23.5 GRAPH DISPLAY
The graph display is a series of line graphs that show the historical readings of the incoming
data. The screen is basically split into 2 sections, the first being the graph section shown below.

These are the graphs themselves, each string of data is represented by a colored line. The key is
show below.

The displayed key is split into 5 sections with each row related to a color on the left of the key;
each row is connected to the colored line above. The sections display the following:
Description:
Lower scale:
Upper scale:
Reading:
Cursor:

Indicates the data that will be retrieved from the unit and displayed on
screen.
The lowest value that you want indicated on the display.
The highest value that you want indicated on the display
A text reading of the current value the unit has shown.
Move the mouse over the graph panel and this column will show the value
on the graph pointed to by the mouse icon.

The Pause button freezes the display and enables the play button.
The play button clears the graph and starts showing data again. It also enables the Pause button
again.
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23.6

NAVIGATION SHORTCUT KEYS

It is possible to move from the following screens from other of these screens by pressing these
shortcut keys:
Fuel map
Ignition map
Oxygen map
Compensation map
Special map
Boost map
Set point map
Exit screen/program
Setup display screens
Large dial display
Medium dial display
Graph display

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F7
F8
F9
ShiftF1
ShiftF2
ShiftF3
ShiftF4

24. PLAYBACK / LOGGING

Logging
Button

Playback
Button
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24.1

START LOGGING

All inputs and readings from the unit are recorded to a file on the HD of the computer. The one
format is recorded in a CSV (Spread Sheet Format) with calibrated values. The other format is in
a raw non-calibrated format, which can only be used for playing back. The amount of recording
time is relative to your hard disk space on your laptop. 216kb per minute or 1.4Mb for 6
minutes.
24.2

PLAY BACK (OFF LINE)

A useful feature used to PLAY BACK a recorded run of a vehicle. This allows you to see the entire
software package react as if it were running live on a vehicle. The recorded data can be paused,
stopped and different screens can be chosen to optimize the information displayed to you. A
useful tool to do fault finding in the comfort of your own office.
24.2.1

LOADING A PLAYBACK FILE

Once the playback button is clicked the following will appear over the main screen. To load a file
click the “Load Recorded data file”.

The following screen will appear.

Saved
Communications
Files

Here there will always be two different files shown. One will always have the text dump-coms
written in. The other will have the log file that you wanted recorded. The difference between the
two files is the dump-coms file records all info going into and out of the unit. This info can then
be used to fault find any errors in the software. If any faults do occur please send this file to
Perfect Power for analysis. The other file (XMSRaw003.RDR) is your actual recorded file. This file
will record all Data and can then be played back in you own leisure. Once you have started and
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then stopped logging, a number is automatically assigned to your newly logged file. Every time
you log a file the next numerical number will be assigned. Continuous logging will take place until
your hard drive is full or the logging is stopped.
25. LED INDICATIONS
The purpose of the ON-BOARD LED display is to give some meaningful indication during
installation and troubleshooting.
The XMSV3 has 9 LED indications:
#1
#2

GREEN
RED

#3

YELLOW

#4

YELLOW

#5

RED

#6
#7
#8
#9

RED
RED
RED
RED

POWERON
FAULT
This LED shoes any fault from the list of ENABLED groups. Check with the
VIEW FAULTS screen.
CB1 ACTIVE
The led flashes when an input is detected
CB2 active
The led flashes when an input is detected and the input is enabled.
IGNITION #1 OUTPUT
All ignition led's flash coinciding with the ignition output signal.
IGNITION #2 OUTPUT
IGNITION #3 OUTPUT
IGNITION #4 OUTPUT
IGNITION #5 OUTPUT
The 5th ignition output may not be present in your unit!

The XMS-L has three LED indications
#1
#2
#3

GREEN
YELLOW
RED
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26. INSTALLATION TEST
The unit has a build-in test procedure, which allows you to activate all outputs during installation
without cranking the engine. The test procedure is activated from the TEST BUTTON on the MAIN
screen.
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The tests are numbered 1-10 and the following tests are possible:
26.1

TEST 1-8: AUXILARY OUTPUTS

All other outputs are off, but the auxiliary pin is on. RPM indicates zero, No injectors or ignition
outputs are active. The auxiliary faults are indicated.
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
26.2

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

activates
activates
activates
activates
activates
activates
activates
activates

XMSV3
pin 8 of 8
pin 4 of 8
pin 3 of 8
pin 7 of 8
pin 1 of 8
pin 5 of 8
pin 2 of 8
pin 6 of 8

XMS-L
4 of 8
8 of 8
7 of 16

TEST 9: INJECTOR OUTPUTS

The injector outputs are activated as per cylinder setup. All auxiliary outputs are OFF. Please
make sure that the engine has NO FUEL PRESSURE. RPM indication is 2000RPM. All ignition
outputs are off. Injector faults are indicated.
The fuel injectors are open for 2.0ms. The RPM depends on the cylinder settings.
Cylinder
4
5
6
8
26.3

RPM
3000
2400
2000
1500

XMS-L

TEST 10: IGNITION OUTPUTS

The ignition outputs are activated as per setup. All auxiliary outputs are off. All injector outputs
are off. If a CB1 or CB2 input is detected (interference) during the test, then the following
ignition is terminated. RPM indication is 3000RPM.
Any CB1 activity during the test sequence will activate the fault_led. Any CB2 activity puts the
CB2 LED ON. These activities are caused by interference, where an ignition pulse (spark) finds its
way to the pickup wires. These faults must be cleared before proceeding.
The ignition dwell time is 10ms. The ignition outputs are activated as per cylinder setup.
4
5
6
8

cyl
cyl
cyl
cyl

Batch
Sequential
Batch
Batch
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27. FLEETING ALARM LOGGING (XMSV3 ONLY)
Fleeting alarms (faults, conditions) are the ones, which appear for a very brief time
and are hard to find. They are most likely caused by wiring, bad contacts, or extreme operating
conditions, or unusual operating conditions. The description “ALARM” is used here to describe the
process in difference to FAULTS. Although the “ALARMS” are enabled on the “VIEW FAULT”
screen, they are processed completely different as can been seen in the following block diagram.
VIEW
FAULTS
DISABLE

SENSOR
INPUTS

ENABLE

SUMM
ALL

OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS

INPUTS
SET POINT

SET POINT
CONDITIONS
FUEL CUT

FUEL
CUT

OUTPUT WIRE
“ENGINE LIGHT”

RECORD
ALARM
APPERANCE
TRUE COND.

PC
CLEAR

ENABLE/DISABLE
FLEETING ALARM LOG

PC
DISPLAY

ON BOARD
FAULT DISPLAY
LED

PC DISPLAY:
INDIVIDUAL FAULTS
GROUP FAULTS

FIGURE 14. FLEETING ALARM LOGGING BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The unit logs alarms and conditions as they are appearing. That is to say within “MILLI
SECONDS” of each other regardless if a PC is connected. The PC is not needed for logging, but is
needed to “upload” the alarm log and make the alarms visible. Together with all alarms the XMS
V3 logs all engine measurements at the instant when the alarms happen. Normally an alarm
results in one “log record”, but sometimes alarms results in subsequent conditions, which are
logged as well. Only the “appearance” of an alarm or condition is logged, the “disappearance” is
not logged. The XMS V3 can log 128 records. The records are visible after power loss. The LAST
128 alarm records are kept.
27.1
1.
2.
3.
4.

REQUIREMENT
The ITEM must be ENABLED in the VIEW FAULT screen.
Clear the log records after a calibration change (update)
Clear the alarm log once the installation is complete.
ENABLE alarm logging.

NOTE: The XMS keeps the LAST 128 fleeting alarm incidents! If an alarm has been
traced and rectified, then it would be appropriate to CLEAR the fleeting alarm log.
Otherwise you see the old alarms again next time!
27.2

LOGGED ITEMS

Engine Temperature input shorted to ground
Engine Temperature input shorted to +5 or +12V
Engine Temperature input outside calibration range
Air Temperature input shorted to ground
Air Temperature input shorted to +5 or +12V
Air Temperature input outside calibration range
AMP (MAP) input shorted to ground
AMP (MAP) input shorted to +5 or +12V
AMP (MAP) input outside calibration range
Throttle input high reading, possible shorted to +5V or +12V
Throttle input shorted to ground
Throttle input fuel limit active
RPM too low to compute, Engine stopped
RPM too high, possible interference or double trigger, noise
Boost loop disabled
Boost loop lower PWM limit exceeded
Boost loop higher PWM limit exceeded
Ignition advance limit violated
Ignition retard limit violated
External ignition driver fault detected
Ignition map value corrupt
Ignition AMP map value corrupt
Ignition Air temperature map value corrupt
Ignition reference entry illegal
Ignition dwell length or position suspicious (warning, unless ignition fails!)
Special input #1 shorted to ground
Special input #1 shorted to +5 or +12
Special input #1 outside calibration range
Special input #1 fuel limit active
Narrow band lambda sensor input shorted to ground
Narrow band lambda sensor shorted to +5Vor +12V
Wide band sensor reference input not 2.5V
Wide band sensor input voltage outside factory specification
Wide band sensor offset entry too high or too low
Wide band heater circuit open
Wide band heater circuit shorted to +12V, current terminated
Wide band heater temperature too cold (normal during starting)
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Lambda loop not active due to fuel zero, normal during throttle back
Lambda loop target illegal
Lambda loop adjustment limit violated
Lambda loop set point fuel cut active
Lambda loop map entry corrupt
Lambda loop disabled due to sensor fault
Idle circuit map entry corrupt
Idle target entry corrupt
Idle circuit disabled due to throttle column other then zero (normal)
Idle circuit limit reached
Idle circuit set point activation
Idle circuit disabled due to fuel zero (normal)
Fuel calculation overflow, injection set to max
Fuel calculation underflow, injection set to zero
Fuel affected by engine temperature fuel limit set point
Fuel affected by air temperature fuel limit set point
Fuel affected by AMP fuel limit set point
Fuel affected by RPM #1 fuel limit set point
Fuel affected by RPM#2 fuel limit set point
Fuel affected by RPM#3 fuel limit set point
Auxiliary output #1 faulty
Auxiliary output #2 faulty
Auxiliary output #3 faulty
Auxiliary output #4 faulty
Auxiliary output #5 faulty
Auxiliary output #6 faulty
Auxiliary output #7 faulty
Auxiliary output #8 faulty
Injector output #1 fault
Injector output #2 fault
Injector output #3 fault
Injector output #4 fault
Injector output #5 fault
Injector output #6 fault
Injector output #7 fault
Injector output #8 fault
Ignition output #1 fault
Ignition output #2 fault
Ignition output #3 fault
Ignition output #4 fault
Ignition output #5 fault
Set point RPM#1 true condition
Set point RPM#2 true condition
Set point RPM#3 true condition
Set point Engine temperature true condition
Set point Air temperature true condition
Set point Throttle true condition
Set point AMP true condition
Set point Special input #1 true condition
Set point Boost true condition
Set point AFR true condition
Set point true condition
Set point 2 wire idle true condition
Set point 3 wire idle true condition
Set point fuel pump true condition
General operation fault, future use
Test 0 active condition
Test 1 active condition
Test 2 active conditions
Test 3 active conditions
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Test
Test
Test
Test

4
5
6
7

active
active
active
active

conditions
conditions
conditions
conditions

NOTE: Your screen may look different, because more (or less) alarms have been
installed in your product. The reason for this can be:
a) Different WINDOWS software
b) Different FIRMWARE
c) Different hardware
Whatever the reason, your unit cannot be UPGRADED to a more comprehensive list. All
products have the maximum possible alarms installed!
28. KNOWN BUGS
Click on the “Known Bugs button” and the following HTML screen will be displayed.

Known Bugs
button
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This list gives you a solution to all the bugs that one may come across using the XMS V3 Tuning
software.

29. KEYWORDS
29.1 ACCELLERATION
The acceleration is measured as a dv/dt of the throttle movement. Once the settable limit is
exceeded the acceleration fuel is added to the normal fuel.
29.2 AC IDLE UP
An extra input is provided to add fuel when the Air Conditioner switches on during idle.
29.3 AFR TARGETS
In order to control the Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) of an engine a LAMBDA (Oxygen) probe is required.
By setting a “TARGET”, the XMS will adjust the fuel to meet it.
29.4 AMP
Absolute Manifold Pressure. The same thing as a MAP! We like this term because it can’t be
confused with a tuning “map”.
29.5 AUXILARY OUTPUTS
The XMSV3 unit has 8 (XMS-L has 3) auxiliary outputs capable to switch 0.5Amp to ground. If an
output is overloaded, then other outputs may be affected. The outputs are protected (XMSV3).
29.6 BALANCED INPUT
Refers to a magnetic pickup (CRANK/CAM position) where the pickup coil is isolated from ground.
If a balanced input is tested with a scope, then both wires have an opposing signal on it.
29.7 BATCHED INJECTION
This type of injection signifies that a “batch” of injectors is activated simultaneously at a time.
Batch injection is common in the XMS-L, but can also be achieved in the XMSv3 by wiring one or
more outputs together. Batch injection is used when higher fuel quantities are required with a set
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of given injectors. Batch injection may cause problems in idle, because the fuel quantity per
injection can’t be controlled precisely.
29.8 BOOST CONTROL
A method where the turbo boost pressure is dynamically controlled via the XMS. The purpose of
the control is to avoid de-compressing the engine.
29.9 CB1, CB2
Our terminology for trigger inputs. CB1 refers to the CRANK input and CB2 to an optional CAM
trigger input. For “TRUE” sequential injection a CB2 input is required, which identifies the
cylinder #1. For sequential ignition (not wasted spark) a CB2 input is required. However, the
XMS does NOT support sequential ignition, only wasted spark. For a “coil per cylinder”
installations two coils can be driven with one signal.
29.10 COMPLEX SETPOINT FUNCTIONS
In addition to combining TWO set point functions in a AND/OR method, the output wires of two
or more functions can be combined (OR!). Further more, Relays can be activated by each
function, and the relay contacts can be paralleled (OR) or be put in series (AND).
29.11 CYLINDERS XMSV3
For some generic operating modes the cylinders can be set, for others the cylinders
are fixed by the operating mode. The unit works primarily for 4, 6 and 8 cylinders.
Limited 5-cylinder operation is possible.
29.12 CYLINDERS XMS-L
The XMS-L is primarily a 4-cylinder unit! However, it can be used in 6 and 8 cylinder
engines with a distributor and BATCHED SEQUENTIAL injection.
29.13 DEFLECTION OR THROTTLE INPUT
It is a signal in the range from 0 –5 Volts. Normally a low voltage refers to a closed throttle.
29.14 DEVICE TROUBLE CODES (DTC)
The DTC are used with an OBD scanner. At present the XMS does not support OBD, but the
hardware is enabled for it.
29.15 DWELL COMPENSATION
It is the dwell time of the ignition coil current expressed in TEETH of CB1. This is a little strange!
29.16 EMI
This is the radio interference, which the unit transmits and thus interferes with other radio
services. The unit has not been official tested for EMI, but will pass any test. It is required that
the XMS housing is grounded, and that the ground wire is shorter than 0.3 meter to the chassis.
29.17 EXTERNAL 5V SUPPLY
The unit supplies a 5Volt 0.05Amp output for throttle and manifold pressure sensors.
29.18 EXTERNAL IGNITION FAULT SENSING
The unit has an “Ignition fault” input (pin 5-10). Left open results in a fault. This input should be
connected to the “BLUE WIRE” ignition amplifier fault output.
29.19 EXTRAPOLATION
The XMS extrapolates 8 points between each AMP entry, and uses this value for precise fuel
adjustment.
29.20 FUSES
The unit has no fuses, but should be operated from a 5Amp-fused supply.
29.21 GUARANTEE
The unit is guaranteed for one year against repair cost. Shipping costs are NOT guaranteed!
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29.22 GEAR CHANGE FUEL CUT
This option can be enabled. It uses the S3 input on the XMSV3.
29.23 GENERIC OPERATING MODES
These are operating modes (set up parameters) used by more than one car manufacturer. An
example is the 60-2 (60 teeth per turn, 2 missing), which is used for 4/6/8 cylinders by SIEMENS
and BOSCH ECU’s.
29.24 HALL EFFECT PICKUP
This is a LOGIC device, which requires a voltage supply to operate. The XMS is NOT optimized for
this device. The trigger level is too low (0.25V) for reliable trigger operation. Engineering is
required: two external resistors must divide the large voltage from the hall effect sensor down to
0-2 volt.
29.25 HISTORY XMSV3 ONLY
The driving history is recorded in the unit. It records the amount of time spent on each
tune site in minutes.
29.26 IDLE CONTROL
The XMS can control a 2 or 3 wire idle motor or AIR BYPASS VALVE. It will open/close the bypass
air to match the specified target on the COMP map.
29.27 IGNITION OUTPUTS XMSV3
The ignition outputs are 0 to 12 volt signals, capable of driving 5mA each. The positive
output edge switches the current on, and the negative edge “sparks”. The positive
edge (dwell!) is not very precise, because it coincides with a CB2 input (tooth) transition. The
negative edge is accurate to be within 0.5 degrees.
29.28 IGNITION OUTPUTS XMS-L
The unit has two ignition outputs for driving a coil directly in a wasted spark
configuration.
29.29 IGNITION POINT
The ignition point in degrees before top center.
29.30 INJECTOR DRIVE
The XMS switches to ground. The current rating is sufficient for ONE 6 ohm injector.
29.31 INJECTOR RANGE
A value in the range 32 to 255. All fuel injection outputs are affected by it. This value can
compensate for changing injectors, or changing the fuel rail pressure.
29.32 INJECTOR SPRAY
Injectors DO NOT deliver fuel instantaneously! Instead they require approx. 1.5ms before
spraying fully. Very fast injectors may require 0.4ms until fully open. This is of no great
importance unless too large injectors are used. When the injection time at idle approaches 1.5
ms, then the injectors stops working and the engine idles very rough, with high hydrocarbons.
29.33 INJECTOR TRIMMING XMSV3
Trimming is employed when the airflow to a particular cylinder differs from other
cylinders. The XMS requires CB2 input for TRUE sequential injection, and then each
injector can be trimmed up or down, while measuring the EGT of all cylinders.
29.34 INJECTED FUEL
The displayed value is the OPEN time of an injector.
29.35 INSTALLATION
The unit is not water or splash proof, and must be mounted inside the passenger compartment,
away from heat generating surfaces. The unit itself should not get more then “hand warm”.
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29.36 INSTALLATION TEST
An installation test can be activated, which activates all outputs without cranking the engine.
This checks all wiring, and possible interference.
29.37 INTERFERENCE
A source of interference is the ignition coils. The input to the XMS (CB1, 2) are filtered and
balanced to avoid this interference. But it is advisable to put ignition wires and pickup wires in
different wiring looms, and to use screened wire for the pickup.
29.38 INVERSE THROTTLE
Normal throttle operation associates a low voltage with a closed throttle. If a high voltage is
associated with a closed throttle, then the INVERSE THROTTLE must be ticked.
29.39 LAMBDA, OXYGEN
A lambda probe, oxygen probe, or AFR sensor all measure the oxygen content in the exhaust
pipe. At lambda 1.00 the AFR=14.7 and a narrow band sensor generates a voltage between 0.2
and 0.6 Volts. A wide band sensors output can’t be measured, but a special output (LAOUT, 05V, 10-20AFR) is provided.
29.40 LAUNCH CONTROL XMSV3
A method designed to eliminate turbo lag. See: LAUNCH CONTROL.
29.41 LED INDICATIONS
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

GREEN
RED
YELLOW
YELLOW
RED
RED
RED
RED
RED

XMSV3
POWER ON
FAULT
CB1 active
CB2 active
Ignition #1
Ignition #2
Ignition #3
Ignition #4
Ignition #5

XMS-L
POWER ON
FAULT
CB1 ACTIVE
active
active
active
active
active

29.42 LSU4 WIDE BAND HEATER XMSV3
The wide band Lambda probe is temperature controlled. That is to say the exhaust
temperature at the probe is measured, and the heater current is adjusted accordingly.
29.43 MAF
Mass Air Flow sensor. It could be a device with a “FLAP” or a solid-state “hot wire” sensor. It
generates basically an analog output voltage, which increases with higher airflow. Some devices
compensate for air temperature (density).
29.44 MAGNETIC PICKUP
The unit is optimized for a magnetic pickup. A magnetic pickup is a coil, which produces a
voltage when a magnetic material goes past it. The output voltage goes positive and negative
around zero. A magnetic pickup requires no power to operate.
29.45 MAP
Manifold Absolute Pressure. It is a solid-state device with 3 wires and provides an analog output
voltage, which increases as the manifold pressure increases. Since it measures the absolute
pressure the output voltage DECREASES at idle. We don’t like this term because is also applies to
a tuning map.
29.46 MAPPING
A process by which the performance of an engine is manipulated via the various tuning screens
in the XMS software.
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29.47 MAP SWITCHING
All of our units have two tuning maps, which can be switched while driving. The XMS includes
ALL parameters in each map.
29.48 MAP SWITCH INPUT
A switch input when not used defaults to MAP=A.
29.49 MINIMUM OPERATING VOLTAGE
The XMS operates reliable from 6.5 up to 15 volts. The injectors DO NOT operate below 9 volts.
29.50 OPERATIONS MODES
The XMS can operate on 32 different modes. An operating mode is the sum of all setup
parameters particular to an engine or engine type. The Operating mode is displayed in plain text.
29.51 OPTICAL PICKUP
See: HALL EFFECT PICKUP. The unit is NOT optimized for it.
29.52 PAY ATTENTION TO FAULTS
The fault recognition is extensive. Do not disable the features unless you know the reason why a
fault shows up, and the fault has no adverse effect in the operation.
29.53 PICKUP
It is a sensor, which “picks up” an engine measurement like temperature or crank angle position.
The sensor can be a hall effect (square wave) or magnetic (sine wave).
29.54 PRIME COMPENSATION
The priming process adds fuel during cranking according to the engine temperature. This helps
during cold starting. The prime compensation is reduced to zero once the engine runs.
29.55 PWM
It stands for Pulse Width Modulation. The XMS employs it for boost and idle control. The PWM
output is a fixed frequency (38Hz) switched voltage where the “ON” time varies.
29.56 PROCESS
A number from 0-31, which specifies the OPERATING MODE. Double clicking on the OPERATING
MODE field can also change the operating mode.
29.57 REPAIR
The unit is not encapsulated and can be repaired. Parts and labor are guaranteed for a year if the
seal is not broken.
29.58 RPM MEASUREMENT
The RPM are measured as the time for ONE crank revolution, regardless of the cylinders.
29.59 SET POINT DRIVES
An “open collector” output, which can drive a load of up to 0.5A at 12 volts. The unit switches to
ground, so the other coil wire of the relay must be connected to + 12v battery or switched +12v.
The output state can be configured via the tuning software to switch on various set points. It can
also be set to depend on the polarity and in the case of linked set point functions an AND\OR
logic state.
29.60 SET POINT STATE
Each function (with some exceptions) is evaluated for its LOGIC state. The state is displayed as
TRUE or FALSE.
29.61 SPECIAL INPUT (SP1) XMSV3
It is not used at present. It is an analog input in the range 0-5 volts. Check with the
factory!
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29.62 START TIME
This is the time the fuel pump is operated without starting the engine.
29.63 STEPPED INJECTION
The unit DOES NOT use stepped injection! If you require stepped injection then consult the
factory.
29.64 SWITCH INPUT
An input, which is “pulled up” to 5V, or 12V.It is shorted to ground by an external switch.
29.65 TEMPERATURES
The XMS has an engine and air temperature input. Both can be calibrated to show CELSIUS or
FAHRENHEIT by calibrating them to the sensor AND to the required units.
29.66 TRANSITIONAL STATE
An engine changing its operation during ACCELERATION, cold starting or launch control.
29.67 TRIGGER LEVEL
The CB1/2 inputs are optimized for MAGNETIC pickups. The trigger level is 0.25 volts.
29.68 TRIGGER TYPE
For engines without a distributor the XMS needs two signals to operate: A) Crank position B)
Cylinder identification. Both signals can be combined in one trigger pattern such as sixty teeth
minus two (60–2) wheel or a 36 teeth minus 1 wheel (36-1). Other patterns are used but these
are the most common.
29.69 UPGRADING
A process, which allows a user to load new firmware into the XMS. This is the same as “reflashing”. You can upgrade features or change the operation of the unit after its manufacturing
and sealing in the field. It also allows us to fix “bugs” once the unit is in the field.
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29.70 UPGRADE OR NOT
Only upgrade when you have a new installation, and the new features are required. Upgrading
an old installation may have negative effects! Once you upgrade the unit, you need to upgrade
the PC software as well, and the old maps you have may not work anymore.
29.71 WHAT CAN GO WRONG
We don’t know yet! We built everything in to protect the unit against the small mishaps. The unit
is temperature and overload protected, and you can reverse the battery without adverse affect.
29.72 WIDE BAND LAMBDA (XMSV3)
This is a 5-wire lambda probe (BOSCH LSU-4) with the part number starting with
025800…. The XMS can control the probe directly through the LSU4 connector. This
probe is very popular because it measures the AFR very fast and at very RICH/LEAN mixtures.
The RICH side is used for high power applications, and the LEAN side is used for cruising and low
power applications.
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